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On Feb. 28, an open forum
was held in Gallows Hill lounge
to address campus safety con-
cerns following a recent increase
in attacks on and near the
College's campus. These acts of
violence include the stabbing of a
Trinity student two weeks ago at
an off-campus party and a mug-
ging on the Lower Long Walk.
The forum was created at the sug-
gestion of Claire Talcott '10, who
felt that campus safety was the
most negative aspect of her fresh-
man year.
Dean of Students Fred Alford
opened the discussion, which was
attended by several members of
the administration, the SGA, and
Campus Safety Charles Morris,
Associate Director of Campus
Safety Chris Lyons, and Director
of Facilities Sally Katz also
attended the discussion. "We
wanted to create a forum where
we could hear [...] ideas and sug-
gestions that [students] have for
things that would improve cam-
pus safety as well as provide the




Harckham '10, a victim of vio-
lence along the Lower Long Walk,
suggested the idea of closing the
campus permanently or designat-
ing nights as off-limits times for
the community. This has been a
contentious issue recently as
Trinity tries to balance the safety
of its students with its role in the
greater urban structure of
Hartford. Alford explained the
complex nature of this sugges-
tion, commenting on the logisti-
cal and philosophical problems
that such a solution posed. "The
College decided [.,.] that it did
not want to wall itself off from
the city but even if one thought
it a good idea, it is not possible
because there isn't a clear bound-
ary. There are always going to be
see STUDENT on page 5
Author Unravels War on Terror Secrets at Discussion
ByJORDYNSIMS
OPINIONS EDITOR
On Feb. 20, Trevor Paglen,
author of Torture Taxi: On the
Trail of the CIA's Rendition
Flights, gave a speech concerning
the "black site" prisons that are
becoming more prevalent in the
War on Terror. Alexandra Blair
'07, an Anthropology major,
chaired the speech. Paglen com-
bined photography, the social sci-
ences, contemporary art, and
other fields of study to investigate
the outsourcing of torture caused
within black sites. With a bache-
lor's degree from University of
California at Berkeley, Paglen cur-
rently teaches at UC Berkeley in
the Geography Department. His
artwork has been shown around
the country and he has written
noteworthy articles in multiple
journals.
Paglen's inspiration for his
book, which he co-authored with
A.C. Thompson, a journalist with
the SF Weekly, was a friend who
had the rather unusual hobby of
plane-watching. This friend lived
in the Nevada desert near the
Nevada Test Site, a site dedicated
to counterterrorism, amongst
other things. While plane watch-
ing, the man, who remains anony-
mous, gradually began to observe
some rather odd civilian airplanes
going to and from the test site.
When he traced the flight paths
of these airplanes, he discovered
that one location that they had
in common over and over again
was Guantanamo Bay. What this
man had uncovered is only a
facet of the hidden War on
Terror. Paglen says that while
most people imagine the War on
Terror as far away, "it is actually
right here on American soil, in
our backyard."
The War on Terror presents
several problems for the U.S. gov-
ernment in that it is a fairly
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Cloud Nine Delights with Cast, Humor
Erin-Caner
Harry, played by Jeff Walker '08 (left), performs a magic trick for the cast in Caryl Churchill's Cloud Nine,.,
By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ ' A R T S WRITER
YYTritten in 1979 by a woman called a feminist, radical, and post-modern playwright, Caryl
W Churchill's Cloud Nine was brought to Trinity's Goodwin Theater stage for three nights
this weekend. The two-hour piece deals with issues of race, sexuality, class relations and gen-
der in ways that are meant to both amuse as well as instruct the audience.
The first act was set in a British colony
in Africa in 1880. The play starts with a
family singing, and the audience is intro-
duced to the nine main characters - Clive,
the manly head of
household, played by ONLINE
Bryce Snarski-Pierce '09; View more
Betty, his over-the-top photos at
wife, played by David www.trinity
Kimb all-Stanley '09; tripod.com
their children, Edward,
played by Liz Sharpe '08, and Victoria,
played by a rag doll; Maud, Betty's conser-
vative mother, played by Namrata Bindra
'10; Ellen, the children's governess, played
by Hanna Ghaleb '07; Mrs. Saunders, a
neighbor from not-so-nearby, also played
by Ghaleb; the family's servant, Joshua,
played by Ryan Haney '10; and Harry
Bagley, an old friend of Clive's, played by
Jeff Walker '08.
"The play is a little out there," Kimball-
Stanley said. "There is quite a bit of cross
dressing in the play, and it's cross dressing
with a purpose. Betty is played by a man
because she is trying to live up to the male
standard of what she as a woman should
be. Joshua is actually a black slave but is
played by a white actor. The point is that
he is trying to become like the white men
around him, so having him be played by a
white man brings that out. [A woman]
• plays Edward, a gay little boy, because deep
down the boy feels like a girl. It's nice that
things that are usually dismissed as cheap
gags are actually being used to enhance the
subject matter of the play."
Through numerous scenes and dia-
logue, the audience finds out that both
sides of the marriage are being unfaithful
and each spouse is cheating. But the turns
do not stop there. Edward, the little son,
reveals that he and Harry also have a past
— they engaged in some lascivious and
pedophilic activities when he visited
before. Later, we find that Ellen is a lesbian
when she kisses Betty and declares her love
for her. In the following scene, Clive finds
out about Harry's homosexuality, because
Harry accidentally kisses him after misun-
derstanding. Clive, disgusted by homosexu-
ality, decides that Harry must get married,
and so proposes to Ellen, who reluctantly
accepts. The act has an abrupt and shock-
ing ending when Joshua, who finds that his
parents had been killed because of Clive's
military orders, aims a rifle at Clive arid all
the audience hears is a gunshot.
Act II commenced with the characters
in 1980 London, having aged only 25 years.
Suspended disbelief was obviously needed
for the second half of the play. Here, the
audience is also introduced to some new
characters - Gerry, Edward's partner,
played by Kimball-Stanley; Lin, a friend of
Victoria's, played by Sharpe; Cathy, Lin's
daughter, played by Haney, and Martin,
Victoria's husband, played by Walker.
Lin announces to Victoria that she is a
lesbian and insinuates that she finds
Victoria attractive. Edward is seen, rather
unhappily, in his job as a gardener. Betty,
too, is present, and she informs her two
children that she is leaving Clive. Gerry is
then introduced as he and Edward have a
lovers' quarrel. Gerry accuses Edward of
see CHURCHILL'S on page 19
Dr. Tarzi Presents Lecture
on Afghan History
"Cold Warrior" discusses
Afghanistan from scholarly and
national perspective, Page 12
Opinions: Students react to safety, housing concerns, page 7
Arts; Trin Organist John Rose celebrates his 30th year, page 18
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Anonymity Does Not Equal Credibility
Privacy has been a hotly contested
issue lately. From computer hackers
stealing credit card and social security
numbers to the government continual-
ly infringing on individual rights, pri-
vacy has been under constant threat.
As a result, it seems that people try to
defend what remains of their privacy
all the more vigorously, often taking it
to negative and overzealous extremes.
In the journalistic world, privacy is
often hidden under the guise of
"anonymity," and it is protected by a
number of incomprehensible media
laws that determine what can and can-
not be said. In an article from the
Harvard Law Review (albeit dated to
1890, but still highly applicable), a
Supreme Court Justice remarked on
the aspect of privacy and anonymity in
the press - our handy Associated Press
Stylebook kindly includes it. "The
press is overstepping in every direction
the obvious bounds of propriety and
decency/' he said. And later he
remarked that the writers of the
Constitution "sought to protect
Americans in their beliefs, their
thoughts, their emotions and their sen-
sations. They conferred, as against the
government, the right to be left
alone."
Recently, however, the opposite
was the case, as members of the Trinity
Community tried to overstep the
boundaries of privacy and press by
using their anonymity to an unfair
advantage. These individuals, upset at a
situation on campus, submitted per-
sonal e-mails to the Tripod without
the consent of any of the involved
individuals and without the courtesy
of a signature.
This is simply unacceptable, both
in a journalistic context as well as in
overall ethical terms.
The Tripods response to these
individuals is clearly stated in our poli-
cies (hint: look at the bottom of the
staff box to your left), but I will repeat
if for clarity's sake. The Tripod will not
accept anonymous submissions.
Period. We will not accept anonymous
tips, leaks, or stories. We will not
accept anonymous letters, opinions
pieces, even comments. While past edi-
tors in days of old allowed this to
occur, in today's day and age, it is sim-
ply not acceptable. Why you might
ask?
The purpose of the Tripod, accord-
ing to our own Constitution, is "to
provide the College Community with
a news service by preparing articles
which the Tripod editorial board
deems to be of interest." If an article or
a source is submitted anonymously,
there is no way to validate the veracity
of either, no way to ensure that some-
one is not using the Tripod malicious-
ly to further his or her own agenda.
I can see how some critics might
view this as impeding on cardinal
American rights, namely Freedom of
Speech and Freedom of Press (or, in
our collegiate setting, Academic
Freedom), but they are mistaking free-
dom for free license.
Academic Freedom is undoubtedly
one of the most important aspects of
life on campus, but anonymity is not
the way to preserve and celebrate it. If
we as a community value freedom so
highly, we should take enough pride in
our beliefs that we are willing to go
public. Relying on a cloak of anonymi-
ty, if anything, takes away from
Academic Freedom and turns it into a
false idol.
There are certain cases in which
anonymity is granted to the writer of
an article or a letter. If a contributor
feels that publishing something will
directly impact his or her security and
quality of life, we will withhold the
writer's name. We do not bestow
anonymity simply because a source
will not own up* to something on the
record. I should note as well that with-
holding a name is very different from
allowing an anonymous article.
Withholding a name means that the
source is still a valid individual, while
an anonymous article could have been
written by anyone - student, non-stu-
dent, fictional character, heck, maybe
even my mother (hi, Mom!).
To those who have submitted
anonymous information in recent
days, you are still welcome to submit
the same information, provided that
you take responsibility for your words
and commit to providing your name.
That name, again, will remain known
only to the editors of the Tripod. If
the publication of that individual's
name, as stated above, might affect
either his or her job security or quali-
ty of life, it will be withheld.
New York Times reporter Judith
Miller went to prison rather than
reveal her source for the Valerie Plame
story. The Tripod will treat sources and
leaks in exactly the same manner
(hopefully, it won't require prison
time), but we cannot guarantee this
unless we know the identity of that
source.
The Tripod will guarantee every
individual's right to privacy as long as
each individual respects our right to
valid, truthful articles that are obtained
through legitimate, trustworthy
sources. It is this balance of power
between press and people that has
allowed newspapers and other media
to continue to exist today, and, if
either party tries to unfairly tip the
scales in their favor, there can no
longer be such a thing as academic
freedom, free press, or free speech.
CORRECTIONS
All corrections are for the Feb. 20, 2007 issue.
In the News article entitled "Chartwells Plans Mather Renovation for Summer," Professor Adrienne "Renny"
Fuko's name was misspelled as "Rerny Fulco."
In the second caption for "M. Hockey Limps into Tournament," the record given was for the Women's team,
not the Men's. The Men's Hockey record at the time was 8-12-4 overall and 6-9-3 in the league.
In the Sports article entitled "W. Squash Takes Fifth in Howe Cup," Jo-Ann Jee '10 was said to have been on
crutches off the court. Lauren Polonich '08 was on crutches off the court.
The Tripod Mini-Feed
On a scale of dining locales barely opening over
Trinity Days to the unusually warm weather*
*with the lack of food opportunities during Trinity Days being a 1
and a break from the cold and snow a 10
no food after 8 p.m.: 1
MF was stuck here over
Trinity Days. Granted, Trinity
Days were a nice break from
the usual screaming in her
hallway, and the beautiful
silence was a great opportu-
nity to catch up on all the
reading MF was behind on
and to write a few essays.
However, essays and reading
require energy. Energy
requires food. When MF for-
got to eat before .7 p.m. one
night, she was forced to eat
stale cheerios in her room.
Not cool.
sunshine: W
There is nothing like the feel-
ing of warm sunshine soaking
into your skin. MF was
delighted to have to remove
her winter coat on Saturday
morning when she went to
brunch in Mather. She pro-
ceeded to walk around in her
t-shirt and flip-flops for the
afternoon, and even went for
a nice walk around campus.
Procrastination on work?
Y6s. But still, at least MF
looks slightly less pale than
last week, although that's not
really saying much.
mardigras:4
Now, Mardi Gras has the
potential to be a pretty fun
holiday. However, in MF's
humble opinion, it loses
some of its appeal when it's
held a week and a half AFTER
the actual holiday. Come on
guys, think of a better dance
theme. The saving grace of
this event were the lovely
beads. There is nothing like
having some new flashy plas-
tic beads for MF to hang on
her bulletin board above her
desk in her room. It bright-
ens her reading experience.
The Trinity Tripod
NEWS




In response to the racial and
sexual discrimination that took
place on Trinity's campus last
semester, many of the College's
student-led groups have come
together to form the Inter-Social
Committee (ISC). The commit-
tee is comprised of members of
all of Trinity's Greek organiza-
tions, the Multicultural Affairs
Council, the Trinity College
Athletics Committee, the Fred,
the Student Government
Association (SGA), Men of Color
Alliance (MOCA), and the
Temple of Hip Hop. With the
goal of active work in a positive
direction towards ending racial
and sexual discrimination found
on campus, ISC began as a discus-
sion based group, but has since
moved to more direct action.
The brainchild of Kim
Shannon '08, Hannah Charry '08,
and Gwen Hopkins '08, all Zeta
Omega Eta sisters, the ISC was
first proposed last November. As
the three women prepared to go
abroad for the spring semester,
Carrie Carpenter '08 took the
role of running the group. "They
asked me if I would get the proj-
ect off the ground in their
absence," Carpenter said. "I
thought it was a great idea, so I
did."
Word spread to the other
social groups on campus, and
each agreed that the ISC had an
important mission and goal.
"[Where the ISC is now] had a lot
more to do with the people who
signed up from other organiza-
tions than it did with me,"
Carpenter said. "My goal this
semester was simply to get every-
one together and see what hap-
pened. None of us who were
involved in setting up this project
were quite sure what the result
would be, and frankly, I don't
think any of us could be happi-
er."
The most immediate event
that the group has planned is a
large discussion, barbeque, and
field day on April 1, at the con-
clusion of the International Hip
Hop festival.
For this event, the members
of the ISC will gather, first as a
large group, and then they will
split up into smaller groups for
more intense discussion. "Right
now we want to get to know each
other very well and understand
each others' group purposes, to
understand what each other are
all about," said Melissa Litwack
'10, a Hillel representative on the
ISC. Once the members of the
ISC have had the time to under-
stand where the other groups
stand, they will be able to better
assess how to approach the larger
situation pertaining to the whole
campus.
"At the moment we're just tak-
ing baby steps, but we have
almost every single leader of the
social organizations on campus
coming together," said Litwack.
"It's a really powerful room. Our
main goal is first to get the organ-
izations talking and get them to
realize the potential we have."
The larger event, planned for
the fall semester, is still in the
planning stages. It is envisioned
as a weekend long, campus wide
upperclassmen orientation of
sorts. They plan to close Mather
and social houses on Vernon
Street so that the entire campus
can participate in their events,
such as discussions, comedians,
field day events, and a school-
wide dance.
"All the different organiza-
tions will agree to halt their nor-
mal activities and have their hous-
es open to guests to answer ques-
tions, dispel myths and rumors,
and basically just have a good
time," Carpenter said. "It will be
an opportunity for students to
explore the options that Trinity
Campus Organizations, including those housed on Vernon Street, like Psi Upsilon, are making improvements on campus. see COMMTl 1EE on p3ge 4
I t a ied Housing Plans
to Move to CCI in Fall
ByJORDYNSIMS
OPINIONS EDITOR
The CCI housing option will
be substantially different in the
2007-2008 school year. Located at
85 Sigourney Street, the
Connecticut Culinary Institute
(CCI) is just under a mile and a
half from the Trinity campus. It
used to be an exclusive hotel, but
was transformed into CCI, which
contains a first-rate culinary
school with the floors above ded-
icated to housing CCI and Trinity
students.
The main difference this year
is that no one will be required to
live there, as opposed to this year
when sophomores and returning
students were placed at CCI as a
result of the oversized freshman
class. CCI will be an option for
students during the housing lot-
tery in May. During this school
year there have been a few report-
ed incidents at CCI with regard to
safety. These incidents occurred
between CCI students and Trinity
students and were, according to
Campus Life, due to misunder-
standings caused by students liv-
ing together who had "very differ-
ent cultures and backgrounds."
The Campus Life Department
says, in its flier offering informa-
tion about living at CCI, "Next
year we will be much more proac-
tive and not allow these differ-
ences to be so divisive."
In addition to safety concerns,
there was also trouble with net-
working at CCI. By October,
however, Trinity wireless was up
and running. This will not be an
issue next year, because according
to the Computing Center, "the
Trinity wireless network should
have all the power of on campus
when students move in next fall."
There will be one floor dedi-
cated to housing Trinity students.
There are 25 singles, 19 doubles,
and two' RA rooms - space for 65
individuals in total. All rooms are
air-conditioned, and each room
will have a personal bathroom, a
built-in closet, shelf desk, free-
standing drawers, a cabinet (with a
TV included), and one desk chair.
Additionally there will be two
lounges, one dedicated to studying
and the other dedicated to recre-
ation with a pool table and a TV.
There is also a large, indoor fitness
facility with locker rooms and a
full-sized basketball court.
Commuting between CCI and
Trinity will also change next year.
As opposed to the shuttle system,
which students considered incon-
venient, students living at CCI will
want to have a car. According to
the information flier there will be
"designated * commuter lots on
Vernon and Broad Street and park-
ing will be included at CCI." As
a result, there will be no shuttle
between CCI and Trinity; however
if necessary, Campus Safety can
see IMPROVED on page 6
Trin Responds to CCSU Rape 'Satire'
By SAN-EOU LAN
FEATURES EDITOR
Trinity's Women and Gender
Resource Action Center
(WGRAC) has recently circulat-
ed a petition supporting the stu-
dent movement at Central
Connecticut State University
against the "Rape Hurts Only if
You Fight It" (2/7/07) opinion
piece that first appeared in The
Recorder. The petition calls for
the resignation of both
Opinions Editor John Petroski
and Editor-in-Chief Mark
Rowan, and asks for a refund of
female students' activities fees
that help to fund the newspaper.
Trinity's WGRAC specifically
suggested sensitivity training for
the entire staff of The Recorder,
as well as for its faculty and
administration. The WGRAC
found the editorial to be trau-
matizing to rape victims, and
concluded that it was not a satir-
ical piece as Petroski had appar-
ently intended. In response,
Director of the WGRAC Laura
Lockwood stated, "I guess the
important thing to emphasize,
from my point of view, is how
this kind of piece contributes to
the overall 'rape culture* which
exists on many campuses [...]
meaning, the sad belief that sex-
ual assault and rape is just part
of college life is taken for grant-
ed." In correlation with Trinity's
recent struggles in eliminating
offensive speech, the WGRAC
feels that it is necessary to help
promote a safe and open envi-
ronment on all campuses.
Lockwood continued to
explain that the editorial is per-
petuating a belief
that the WGRAC















s e l f - b l a m e ;
because of the
victim's belief that she won't be
taken seriously; her worry of get-
ting the perpetrator in trouble,
"I've tried to instill the
belief that sexual assault
and rape are very seri-
ous, that the college
takes it very seriously,
that perpetrators will be
punished, and that
reporting is essential to
creating a safe campus."
- Laura Lockwood,
WGRAC Director
and her worry about rumors and
her reputation."


















gized for the edi-
torial; however,
at the same time, it may have
See WGRAC on page 4
Courtesyofwww.ccsu.edu
Students at CCSU continue to be outraged by Petroski's supposed satire about rape.
The Trinity Tripod
WGRAC Petition Passed! Committee Hopes to Unite Campus
Around Trinity Campus
continued from page 3
been interpreted as having
defended the article, as it argued
that Petroski's
















apology and has been demoted
to the position of reporter,





Reporter be a woman,
in order to balance
out an editorial staff
tions are calling for Petroski's
complete resignation.
There has also been discus-






















as well as to promote further
sensitivity concerning gender
many feel that this is insuffi- discrimination here, on our own
cient. Many student organiza- campus.
continued from page 3
has to offer in a way that is safe
and open. It is great for students
to learn about their options, and
it is also great for current students
to realize that maybe everything
they've heard about Psi U, or
Kappa, or AD, or Zeta, or the
Fred, isn't exactly true."
"While we are still in the
process of planning this event, we
hope to encourage students to
come forward with their thoughts
about how the social life dynamic
functions at Trinity and how we,
as a group, can make it better,"
Carpenter said. "People are so
often afraid to step outside their
social comfort zoneSj and when
you have events like what hap-
pened last semester and in semes-
ters past, it encourages people to
stick to their own groups and seg-
regate themselves."
The ISC events will allow the
Trinity community to gain an
honest perspective of different
News from the NESCAC
Colby College: The Diamond Building, a state-of-the-art academic facility for the social sciences and inter-
disciplinary studies, opened on Monday, Feb. 5, the first day of Colby's spring semester. Under construc-
tion for almost two years, the building has classrooms, offices for faculty and student research teams, a
GIS lab, and a large auditorium. It also is home to the Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs and Civic
Engagement.
Hamilton College: Katie Spencer '06 was featured in an article in East African Business Week-Kampala
(2/26/07) about her volunteer work with the Global Youth Partnership for Africa (GYPA) and travel to
Uganda, where she worked fov two months. Spencer started full-time volunteer work for GYPA in August
2006. Vn January she co-ted a GYPA trip of approximately 20 students to Uganda (including Meredith
Fabone and Lynn Wetzel, both '07). The purpose of the trip was to raise awareness about the conflict in
Uganda and foster relationships between Ugandan and American youth. Spencer remained in Uganda
after the trip to pursue various other projects.
Five current Hamilton students, two alumnae, and two professors attended the 47th Sanibel Symposium
from February 22-27. The first Sanibel Symposium was held on Sanibel Island in 1960, and over the years
moved across Florida and up the coast. This year's meeting was held on St. Simon's Island, Georgia, at
the King and Prince Resort, and was devoted to theory and computation in quantum chemistry, con-
densed matter and chemical physics, nanoscience, and quantum biochemistry and biophysics. The stu-
dents all presented posters co-authored with their professors. Each poster presentation consisted of a
two-minute public advertisement followed by the traditional poster session. Faculty from all over the
world talked with the Hamilton students, giving them feedback and ideas on their research projects and
on their future plans after Hamilton.
Williams College: Only Dick Farley would talk about going to New Orleans and working on Hurricane
Katrina relief over Winter Study when addressing the 2006 Williams football team the day before they
were set to tangle with a Trinity team that had won 31 straight games. Asked by head football coach Mike
Whalen to speak to the football Ephs on the tradition and rivalry with Trinity, Farley as always equated the
game of football with the game of life. "I just sort of threw it out there that I was going to put together a
Winter Study trip to help those in need in New Orleans who were fighting a bigger battle than they would
face the next day against Trinity/' said Farley. "I did talk about the traditional battles with Trinity after that,
but I wanted them to know that as important as that game was to them there are things in life that are
more important than winning football games." Retired football coach and current assistant track and field
coach and director of club sports, Dick Farley took 34 Williams students to New Orleans for two weeks
to assist with Hurricane Katrina relief efforts as part of a Winter Study class. Farley was assisted on the
trip by assistant football/baseball coach Marshall Creighton '02. Seventeen football Ephs, 10 track and
field men's team members, six women's track and field team members, and one non-athlete committed
to the project. Farley was inspired to make the trip with Eph athletes and students when watching news
reports on TV over the summer.
pppPlifp
COCAINE?
The Oiin Neuropsychiatry Research Center at the Institute of
Living / Hartford Hospital is looking for healthy individuals
aged 21 to 45, who are currently using cocaine regularly, to
participate in a functional MRI investigation on Personality
and Impulse Control. Qualifying participants will be asked to
come in for one day, for between six and eight hours, and will
be compensated $20 an hour plus an additional amount for
computerized tasks.
Call Jennifer @ (860) 545-7548
Andre (860) 545-7794
houses on campus. "Rumors are
spread about this organization or
that organization. Or people say,
'Hey, the guys from this frat are
real jerks, or the girls at this soror-
ity are bitchy, or this group is
very exclusive, etc' By encourag-
ing different organizations to co-
sponsor events, we hope to break
down social barri-
ers, including









an outlet for dis-
cussion about
events that reveal hidden preju-
dices. "By talking to people, hear-
ing - if not always understanding
- the experiences they have had
in life, social relationships are
built and sustained," Carpenter
said. "We hope to get people to
go to different places, interact
with different people, and learn
to respect diversity in every sense
of the word. Throwing a big party
will not end hatred, but getting
people to interact as social equals
will."
The group has received bless-
ings from the administration as
well as the College's cultural
houses. "We have alerted the
administration as to our activities
and have had Associate Dean of
Students Chris Card, Assistant
While representatives
from the administra-
tion are welcome to
participate in the pro-
grams and discussions,
the ISC would like to
remain a student-run
organization.
Director for Campus Activities
Laura DaRos, and Director of
Campus Life Amy DeBaun attend
our meetings," said Carpenter. "I
was truly in awe of how support-
ive and enthusiastic everyone has
been. Membership in the com-
mittee has grown drastically over










the events that it
will run are more
directly linked to
students. While
representatives from the adminis-
tration are welcome to participate
in the programs and discussions,
the ISC would like to remain a
student-run organization. With
presidents and active members of
every Greek and cultural organiza-
tion included among the
Committee's members, the group
has the potential influence and
power to create and run this type
of large event.
"People here are too comfort-
able in what they know," Litwack
said. "College is a place to expand
and grow in an intellectual and
social atmosphere." Through its
events, the ISC hopes to thin
social barriers on campus and
allow students to achieve that
g r o w t h . : . . . • ; . . , . • . . - , • • „ • ,
Campus Safety Report
March 1
A Trinity College employee of the Smith House located
on Vernon Street reported a theft to Campus Safety. The
employee claims that her camera, valued at over $500,
was stolen from her.
March 3
Campus Safety Officers discovered a large pothole in the
Anadama Residence Hall parking lot. The pothole creat-
ed a hazard for passing pedestrians and motor vehicles.
Building and Grounds was notified immediately to make
repairs to the dangerous pothole.
March 3
Campus Safety Officers responded to a fire alarm at the
Smith Residence Hall. Upon arrival, the Officers realized
that the alarm had been set off by cigarette smoke.
March 4
A Trinity College student reported to Campus Safety the
theft of her coat and wallet during the Mardi Gras Party
at the Vernon Social Center on Saturday night. She
claims that she had placed the wallet inside of her coat
and had left her coat in the facility's coatroom before it
was stolen.
March 4
At 3 a.m., Campus Safety Officers found that a man-hole
cover had been removed from a man-hole in the Mather
Hall driveway. This occurrence created a hazard for stu-
dents and other passers-by. The situation was immedi-
ately rectified and the cover replaced.
March 4
Campus Safety Officers responded to a fire alarm at
Elton Residence Hall and found that it had been caused
by burned popcorn.
March 6, 2007
Student Voices Heard at Gallows for First Campus Safety Forum
continued from page 1
ways in and it would provide a
false sense of security," he said.
The reaction of students to
this proposal was mixed.
Katherine Westerhold '09 stressed
that the "relationship with the
community should never take pri-
ority over the safety of students."
Katie Brewer '07, who agreed
with Westerhold, still thought
that the community should be an
integral part of campus life. "Why
can't this be a place where every-
one wants to come?" she asked.
"We want this to be a safe haven
for Hartford" as well as for
Trinity students. Brewer agreed
with Harckham's suggestion to
close campus, stressing that the
campus did not need to be acces-
sible at all hours of the day. "I
feel it is unnecessary and irre-
sponsible to grant access 24 hours
a day [...] I feel strongly that
something must be done.
Between all of the faculty and stu-
dents here at Trinity, we have
more than enough wise and cre-
ative minds to think of a viable
solution."
Senator and Parliamentarian
of the SGA Beth Frazier '08 pro-
posed the use of video cameras as
a way to increase campus surveil-
lance and to deter potential crim-
inals. Other campuses, including
Johns Hopkins University,
Amherst College, and Bowdoin
College already use video surveil-
lance. While students seemed to
agree with this suggestion, admin-
stressed that installing
cameras could present certain
negative effects. "Some people
think that [cameras] could be a
very effective, helpful tool on
campus, other people are con-
cerned that they would have neg-
ative consequences," said Alford.
"Some people would think how
could we ever blanket the campus
- how many cameras would it
take - and second if we had those
cameras, how effective would they
be in deterring crime?"
Vice President of Finance and
Treasurer Early Reese, who sup-
ported cameras on campus, said
that the College had already
researched campus surveillance.
"We looked into where could we
place them, do we have any cam-
eras on site now, what are other
schools doing, what would the
whole thing cost [...] and we're in
the middle of this as we speak.
We've had a firm come in and
make a proposal," he said.
Students also discussed the
effectiveness of the campus shut-
tle service, particularly at night
and on the weekends. Talcott pro-
posed installing markers at desig-
nated shuttle stops so students
would be aware of the shuttle
schedule and stop locations.
Harckham agreed that the shuttle
service needed to be improved
but cautioned against focusing
safety improvements specifically
on the bus situation rather than
an increase in safety throughout
the entire campus.
One student commented on
the closed dormitories last semes-
_ ter and inquired if this policy
would be repeated, considering
the recent violence on campus.
Director of Campus Life Amy
DeBaun explained the circum-
stances behind the administra-
tion's decision and the changes
that had been made in an attempt
to improve safety, such as desig-
nating certain dormitories as
open blue-light zones.
"Unfortunately, the decisions [to
close dormitories] aren't based
mainly on safety, they've been
based on the perpetuation of van-
dalism that occurs not by outside
members of the community but
by our own community, which is
very troublesome," said DeBaun.
While many of the recent inci-
dents on campus have involved
non-Trinity students, administra-
tors stressed that students still
play a major role in altercations
on campus. "Most crime on this
campus is committed by stu-
dents," said Alford. "We're often
a threat to our own safety."
Students are also responsible
in diverting the attention of
Campus Safety from where it is
most needed. Alford said that,
since the beginning of the spring
semester, over 2000 escort rides
have been given by Campus
Safety officers, and while this is
technically one of the responsibil-
ities of the department, he ques-
tioned if it was the most efficient
and productive use of time.
In his response to the
Tripods "Dear Jimmy" question
concerning campus safety
(2/13/07), President Jones raised
similar concerns. "[We should]
take precautions and not take
chances. We should all think
twice about walking around cam-
pus alone early in the morning.
We should walk back to the resi-
dence halls from the Raether
Library with someone else. And
we should stay away from places
on and off campus when we may
have stayed too long at a party,"
he said. "Most importantly, we
should depend upon our Campus
Safety professionals."
Many students questioned the
possibility of implementing major
safety improvements considering
the current financial situation at
Trinity. Despite budget cuts,
Campus Safety still has a high
number of full-time officers, con-
sidering the size and location of
the school. A similarly sized
school, Clark University, in
Worcester, Mass., has 12 full-time
officers, while Trinity has 21.
There are also a minimum of five
officers on duty during the day
shift, and at least eight officers on
duty during the night and week-
end shifts.
Reese assured students that
any necessary money would be
spent on campus safety regardless
of the budget situation. "I'm
committed - I know [Dean
Alford] is committed and the
President has very emphatically
committed to it - we will spend
additional funding if we need to
spend additional funding for cam-
pus security," he said.
Students and administrators
present at the meeting agreed that
there should be more advertising
about overall campus safety, blue-
light zones and locations, and bus
schedules. Administrators empha-
sized that more student input was
needed in order to make changes.
"Before we make a final call, we
need to hear from students," said
Reese.
The Gavel: SGA This Week
The SGA discussed one of the most serious issues on campus,
safety. This issue was addressed specifically in a forum last
Wednesday. Some of the solutions that came to surface were
increasing the number of officers and having a bus schedule that
would be posted at every bus stop along the route and lights on
top of the campus safety cars. The most important and contro-
versial subject of the meeting was the discussion on cameras
around campus. We at the SGA feel that student safety is the
most important thing for our campus and we are working our
hardest to make sure that the students are represented properly.
Additionally the SGA is working on getting a 24-hour study
zone either at Gallows or somewhere in the library so as to dis-
tribute the amount of people because the already existing 24-hour
zones seem to get more crowded everyday.
Department of English
2007 Prizes
The Fred Pfeil Memorial Prize in Creative Writing
This Prize in Creative Writing of $500 will be awarded annu-
ally for a piece of literary work (fiction, poetry, play script,
screenplay, creative nonfiction) which addresses the issue of
social justice and the impact of culture and politics on human
relationships. One submission per student.
SHORT STORIES
The Trinity Alumnus Prizes in Fiction: $250, $175, and $100
for short stories of any length. One submission per student.
POEMS
John Curtis Underwood Memorial Prizes in Poetry: $200,
$125, and $75. Up to four pages of poetry from each student.
THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN POETS PRIZE
A $100 award for one poem and possible publication in a
nationally-distributed journal. One submission per student.
PLAYS
The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes in Drama: $200, $150, and
$100 for one-act play scripts. One submission from each
student.
ESSAYS
The Alumni Prizes in English Composition: $250 and $150
for expository writing. Papers originally written for college
courses will be accepted if conscientiously revised and
retyped. One submission from each student.
DEADLINE FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS
(EXCEPT FOR SPEECH CONTEST)
FRIDAY, March 30, 2007 at 4:00 p.m. All submissions should be typed. Deliver manuscripts to Roberta Rogers-Bednarek in
the English Department.
DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON YOUR WORK. PLEASE INCLUDE A SEPARATE COVER SHEET WITH YOUR
NAME AND BOX NUMBER TO ENSURE ANONYMITY. Submissions will not be returned. Winners will be announced
at the Honors Day Ceremony, on Friday, May 4, 2007, at 3:30 p.m. in the College Chapel.
SPEECHES
The FA. Brown Prize in Public Speaking: $450, $350, and $200.
" Each speech will be an original persuasive speech of 5-8 minutes long on some contemporary issue selected by the student
speakers. Students wishing to enter this contest must sign up with Margaret Grasso in the English Department (x2455) by
Friday, March 30.
(Expected number of participants: 15-20.)
All contestants will deliver their speeches between 7:00-9:00 p.m.
on Tuesday, April 3,2007, in Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall
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Improved CCI to Offer
Better Housing Options
continued Bom page 3
also escort students back and
Forth.
Perhaps the most important
change for living at CCI is that
theme housing will now be
housed there. Campus Life wants
students who already know each
other to live in CCI as they will be
separated from campus. If, after
theme housing has been put in
the CCI, there is still room, the
additional spaces will be incorpo-
rated into the housing lottery in
May.
Sophomore Isabel Gottlieb, a
current resident of theme housing,
has mixed feelings about moving
theme housing to CCI. She
voiced a concern regarding where
events put on by various themes
would be held, as spaces fill up
quickly. Additionally, Gottlieb
felt CCI could not properly cater
to theme housing because "events
will be difficult to hold in an off-
campus setting." CCI also limits
who can participate in theme
housing as not everyone has a car
or is willing to live off campus.
Gottlieb did, however, add, "in
light of the housing crisis, I think
that theme housing has to take a
back seat to fairness in the hous-
ing lottery." She went on to say,
"While I have enjoyed theme
housing, my room, and the events
I have been a part of as a result, I
know that it is an auxiliary pro-
gram that should not give stu-
dents who have lived in premier
housing the past two years the
power to skirt the housing lottery
when many students will not be
getting housing at all."
Campus Life is also offering
lottery advantage points for stu-
dents who live in the CCI for the
housing lottery in 2008. There
will be a reduction of 250 points
for singles and 350 points for dou-
bles.
SGA Housing Committee
Chairwoman Verdell Walker said
in an e-mail to undergraduates
that she believes that "CCI is an
excellent option for those students
who want to live off campus but
don't want the hassle of renting an
apartment." She is also planning
an event called "Why CCI?"
which will provide more informa-
tion about CCI as a housing
option.
Director of Campus Life Amy
DeBaun said, "SGA and I are
working on setting up a tour
night so students can see the facil-
ity." However, if you are interest-
ed in taking a tour sooner, or
would like to find out more
about living off-campus at CCI,
please feel free to contact Amy
DeBaun at extension 2305 or at
amy.debaun@trincoll.edu.
News In Brief
Trinity Professors Receive Fellowships From the
Connecticut Commission on Culture and Tourism
Clare Rossini, visiting Assistant Professor of English and Director of the Trinity
College InterArts Program, has been awarded a $2,500 individual artist fellowship from
the Connecticut Commission on Culture and Tourism to support the creation of new
poems. Rossini is one of 34 Connecticut artists to receive funding in 2007.
Rossini has published three collections of poems: Lingo (University of Akron, 2006);
Winter Morning with Crow (University of Akron, 1997), which was selected by Donald
Justice for the 1996 Akron Poetry Prize, then was a finalist for a Small Press Book Award
and for PEN's 1999 Joyce Osterweil Award; and Selections from the Claudia Poems
(Minnesota Center for the Book Arts, 1996). Her poems have appeared in numerous
journals, including The Kenyon Review, The Iowa Review, The Georgia Review, and
Poetry, as well as in textbooks and anthologies, including Manthology (University of
Iowa, 2006); Poets for the New Century (David Godine, 2002) An Introduction to
Poetry (ed. X.J. Kennedy and Dana Gioia, Longman, 2002) and Best American Poetry
(Scribners, 1997). She has received fellowships from the Connecticut Commission on
the Arts, the Minnesota State Arts Board, and the Bush Foundation.
Trinity College Celebrates Women's History
Month Through Discussions and Folk Music
Dr. Ingrid Mattson, the first woman to serve as the President of the Islamic Society
of North America (ISNA), will kick off the Women's History Month celebrations at
Trinity College on March 5 with her talk on Muslim women and their role in the
Islamic world. Mattson, Professor of Islamic studies and Director of the Islamic chap-
laincy at the Hartford Seminary, is a well-known and respected expert in the area of
Islamic society and is often consulted by government and media. On March 28, pro-
lific folk singer and songwriter Jamie Anderson will perform her stylistically varied
songs ranging from bluegrass to jazz to pop. Her music has been featured on "Good
Morning America," NPR's "Car Talk," and more.
The Trinity Tripod
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Trinity Is Not Adequately





At approximately 3:30 a.m., a
Trinity student was murdered by
a man with a knife on Allen
Place. The student received
wounds to the chest and died
immediately. The incident
occurred after the assailant
attempted to enter a sorority
and the student asked the man
to leave.
The Hartford Police and
Campus Safety responded imme-
diately and are currently investi-
gating the incident. At this
point, no arrests have been
made.
It has become routine to
find Jorge Lugo's heartless e-
mails sitting in your mailbox
regarding the latest attack on a
Trinity student, and it is only a
matter of time until we open
one that will sound eerily similar
to the one above.
What is it going to take for
the Trinity administration to
realign their security procedures,
or lack thereof, enacted across
campus? The administration has
made it clear that savage beat-
ings and occasional rapes do not
demand such changes. Would a
brutal murder justify a modifica-
tion? This past weekend a close
friend and teammate came an
eighth of an inch away from los-
ing his life due to a vicious stab
wound to the face and neck. He
was trying to help his friend,
who stood helpless with a gun
jammed between his teeth.
Unfortunately, change on this
campus was merely prolonged
until the next victim of an
attack isn't as "lucky" as the last.
President Jones repeatedly
preaches that silence is accept-
ance, and Trinity's administra-
tion has made a point by accept-
ing the behavior and attitude of
our neighboring community
towards Trinity students. By
remaining silent and stagnant in
response to the countless acts of
violence against students, Trinity
officials have clearly implied it
will take the murder of a student
to force the College to spend
the money and allot the
resources necessary to establish
a safe and comfortable environ-
ment.
Yet what is more sickening is
the College's attempt to once
again sweep an act of crime and
violence under the carpet in
order to preserve a dissolving
reputation and increasingly
threatening relationship with the
surrounding community. How
is it that the stabbing of a
Trinity student is featured on
the front page of The Hartford
Courant and the local nightly
news, yet warrants a mere cam-
see ADMIN on page 9
Appearance Valued Over
Intellect for Trinity Girls
By SOSENA LEMMA
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
The issues that women face
on this campus are far too wide-
ranging and numerous for me to
address in a single article, or a
book for that matter.
So I have selected one issue





not be the most
important, but it
is of great interest
to me. College,













Fellows on campus - the senior
individuals who have performed
the best within each major - no
one seems to stop to notice that
the majority of them are women
(even in those majors that are
historically male dominated
such as engineering and mathe-
matics).
It-does not seem that women
at Trinity are valued for their
academics first; instead they are
seen as decorative pieces.
The ones with the best make-
up at the gym and the perfectly





get me wrong, I














that they are given on campus
by others that I am criticizing.
It seems that we have forgot-
ten that we are all intelligent
College, which is meant
to be an institution of
higher learning, seems
to devalue the academic
achievement of the
women on our campus.
When looking at the
Presidential Fellows on
campus, [•••] no one
seems to stop to notice















again, almost ignored. It seems to
me that the biggest problem at
Trinity is not a lack of concern,
but a lack of communication. And
this lack of communication isn't
among students — we all know
how easily information and gossip
zip around Trinity. This lack of
communication is between the stu-
dents and the administration. For
instance, in light of the past
extreme campus safety issues (I
think a stabbing on Allen Place
constitutes extreme), I have felt lit-
tle concern from the administra-
tion. For instance, while visiting
Hartford Hospital for one of my
classes, all of the students were
bombarded with questions from
the doctors concerning the stu-
dents' safety and what the adminis-
tration was doing to protect us.
The students' answer was simple —
nothing. Now that is sad.
While I know that the adminis-
tration undoubtedly takes our safe-
ty seriously, it seemed to me that
the doctors were,more concerned
for us than our own deans. How
is it that with the entire Class of
2009 being forced off campus
there was no immediate resolve to
increase security measures?
Especially when random acts of
violence are occurring on the same
streets where the administration
and Housing Committee are
encouraging these students to live?
And how is it that despite all of
these forums and supposed infor-
mation sessions that were sup-
posed to help "fix" the housing
issue, that they resulted in a
change in — well, nothing. The ini-
tial solution was to kick the juniors
off campus, and the brilliant final
solution was to kick the juniors off
campus. Those forums sure were
big, productive brainstorming
events.














Oh, and we are
supposed to take
living in CCI
with a grain of




abuse of power, as the housing
committee chairwoman herself is a
member of the Class of 2009 and
seems to be the only sophomore
who isn't stressing about where
they'll be relegated to live next
year. And what was with all of
those nonchalant e-mails telling us
that we are being kicked off cam-
pus and that there is nothing we
can do about it? The administra-
tion and the housing committee
should have definitely sent out sev-
How is it that with the
entire Class of 2009
being forced off cam-




random acts of vio-
lence are occurring on





eral more informational notices
letting us know their intentions
and ideas about next year before
letting the bomb drop at a time
that was too late for many students
to find apartments. And what
about international students and
students that don't have cars? Are
we supposed to just accept our fate
and be content with an administra-
tion whose concern doesn't seem
to extend much further than an
"oops, too bad for you" senti-




er ups" and the stu-
dents is absolutely
absurd. It has got-
ten completely out




Class of 2009. We
all know that we
are so sick of being
stepped on, but if
we don't stand up
and complain, we
are going to con-
tinue to be taken
advantage of. We
deserve so much
better. If we truly want to be heard
by the administration, we need to
band together to present a united
front. Otherwise, all of this is just
more words falling on deaf ears.
If you have questions, con-
cerns, suggestions, ideas, or any
opinions to voice on the terrible
treatment the Class of 2009 has
received from the administration
and the Housing Committee,
please do not hesitate to contact
me at caitlin.farrell@trincoll.edu.
see TRINITY on page 9
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Dear Jimmy President JonesAnswers Students'
Questions
Now that you've been here for over two years, what
do you think your greatest successes have been since
coming here? Are there any accomplishments of
which you are particularly proud?
One of my heroes has long been Winston
Churchill. In the early days of his position as First
Lord of the Admiralty (1911-1915), incidentally one of
the youngest in British history when first named, he
was asked by some rather aged dowager at a dinner
party to what he ascribed his leadership gifts, to which
he was said to respond, "Madame, I have none what-
-*t soever. All I try to do is to keep up with those whom
I appoint." I used this perhaps apocryphal shibbo-
leth a couple of years ago, when the American Council of Education wanted me to write
one of the chapters for a book the ACE was bringing out on the travails of the modern
academic presidency. They wanted me to illustrate one of the points I believe most firm-
ly about trying to be the head steward of any academic institution: anyone who believes
himself or herself capable of running something as complicated as a school single-hand-
edly, and without the best of counsel from individuals smarter than that individual,
should resign the office immediately and try making a living for that individual's family
by peddling insurance.
Schools, especially during these difficult days in American higher education, are
incredibly complicated institutions, in large measure because the constituencies are so
vast. There are the students for whom the institution exists, the faculty who bear the
most critical responsibility — teaching and nurturing those same students — staff mem-
bers who undergird everything a school must strive to do, alumni who often put on
opaque glasses through which they see the institution they thought they knew as students
themselves regardless of the present realities facing that institution, a president's many
bosses — the trustees who literally hold the institution's future in trust, parents who hope
that they and their most precious gift to the future - their children - have made the right
choice of an undergraduate home, the external constituencies of the national landscape,
the more local constituencies of one's neighbors, and all the rest. I have yet to meet the
individual capable of dealing with all that an institution of higher learning entails with-
out the best of counsel and guidance as one attempts, however foolishly, perhaps, to earn
one's daily bread by trying to steward an institution of learning with the hope of leaving
it in far better shape than one found it.
Ergo, the answer to the Tripod's question this week is, in my case, quite easy, and this
is a decided change from some of the really pressing, difficult questions I have been asked
in the past. In the scant two and two-thirds years I have been at Trinity, I would consid-
er by far the most insightful successto have been the senior administrative team now in
-place. 'When my wife and I arrived on the Trinity scene in the summer of 2004,1 found
many remarkable individuals in positions of senior leadership: Fred Alford as Dean of
Students, Father Dan Heischman as Chaplain, Larry Dow as Dean of Admissions and
Financial Aid, Karla Spurlock-Evans as Dean of Multicultural Affairs, and certainly Scott
Reynolds, Secretary of the College, who is quite literally a chief rabbi to us all, and espe-
cially to me as the guy now sitting in the front office of Williams Memorial. To that list
we have added Paula Russo, a faculty member here for decades, as Vice President for
Planning, Affirmative Action, and Administration, Ron Joyce as our Vice President for
College Advancement, Early Reese as our Vice President for Finance, Kathi O'Connor
Boelhouwer as our Vice President for Alumni Affairs and Communications, and most
recently Rena Fraden as our Dean of the Faculty and Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Each Monday that I am physically on campus, this group meets to discuss matters of
great concern to our College. I look around the table each Monday morning at 10 a.m.
and feel an inordinate sense of gratitude just to be serving Trinity alongside these individ-
uals, trying my best to emulate my hero, Winston Churchill, by trying to appoint indi-
viduals who will make me strive all the more just to keep up with them, my rule of the
thumb, so to speak, when thinking about an appointment in the senior administration
of my school. Insofar as the senior administrative team is concerned, I consider myself
to be about the luckiest president in the U.S. at this particular, often difficult, moment
in the evolution of American colleges and universities.
Scott Reynolds is truly one of Trinity's own heroes. He is soft spoken, never brash,
and the antithesis of someone seeking self-aggrandizement. He just quietly serves an insti-
tution he has loved since he first set foot here in 1959, to graduate with that all but myth-
ical Class of 1963. It is a little known fact that Secretary Reynolds is.the key to most of
the recent senior appointments of merit here. He is responsible for Trinity's finding and
recruiting Fred Alford and Father Dan to their respective positions as line officers here at
Trinity. Although I titularly chaired the searches that, luckily for us all, brought Ron
Joyce here to completely recast our Advancement operation, Early Reese to do the same
to our financial offices, and Rena Fraden to be our Dean of the Faculty and chief aca-
demic officer, Secretary Reynolds did the real yeoman's work staffing each of these search-
es. We are now embarked upon a search to replace, if that is even the correct term, Father
Dan as Trinity's chaplain. And again, I have called upon Scott Reynolds to wield his
magic for his alma mater, and he has quietly assembled a truly stellar list of individuals
for us to consider.
So when I think about the noteworthy successes of the most recent past (an
Advancement operation light years ahead of anything the College has experienced before,
our finances now upon a solid, confident base, the many examples of recognition, in
every sense of the word, our faculty receive, the accomplishments of our alumni who have
taken their Trinity educations into their own futures to make our fractured world a bet-
ter place, to say nothing of the remarkable accomplishments of our students), I realize
that Churchill was acutely correct in his observation.
No president can do what only Trinity's faculty can do every hour of every day: pro-
vide our students with the best possible education at the liberal arts college of choice
located in an American city, as I think about Trinity's unique qualities. But every presi-
dent needs to do everything possible to see that the faculty can in fact do what only they
can accomplish: to teach the best students the best curriculum in the best of surround-
ings. So as I think about how one should ideally try to accomplish such an idealistic
goal, the only way I know possible is to find individuals, like Churchill told the old dowa-
ger now close to 100 years ago, smarter than oneself to show the way.
American Exit Strategy for Iraq




whether or not you sup-
port the war in Iraq,
there is really no deny-
ing that it's a mess right
now, in many more
ways than one. The war
has been going on for a
while, and there have been many casual-
ties on both sides.
This is why many
Americans today are
demanding that the war
end and the troops
come home. However,
when you look at all
the facts, it becomes
painfully clear that we
can't just get up and
leave. We have to stay
and finish the job.
Don't get me wrong:
I want the troops to
come home as much as
anyone. I'm sure I
wouldn't be the only
one who'd be overjoyed
if the war ended tomor-
row, our boys came
home, and the insurgency stopped. But
it's not going to happen, at least not
tomorrow.
It is critical to look at this war as a
military issue rather than a political one.
At this point, our soldiers are only there
for a few reasons: to stabilize the country,
If we made an exit
strategy and the time
came to exit, what if
Iraq couldn't stand on
its own two feet?
Would we pull out
anyway? If we did,
chaos would ensue.
Without our help, the
insurgents would wreak
havoc and the whole
country would com-
pletely fall apart.
to get the Iraqi military trained and
equipped, and to help keep insurgents at
bay.
It is really impossible for our com-
manders on the ground to provide the
government with a "time frame" or
"troop reduction schedule" at this point.
We really don't know how long it will
take, which is why it makes no sense to
just make up an exit strategy, and then
be expected to follow through.
If we made an exit strategy and the
time came to exit, what if
Iraq couldn't stand on its
own two feet? Would we
pull out anyway? If we did,
chaos would ensue.
Without our help, the
insurgents would wreak
havoc and the whole coun-
try would completely fall
apart. And all of the brave
men and women we have
lost would have died in
vain.
I think it's obvious that
the people who know the
most about what's going
on in Iraq right now are
not journalists, or even
members of our own gov-
ernment, but the actual sol-
diers on the ground who are doing the
actual fighting and dying.
That's why I took the opportunity to
have personal conversations with several
active-duty soldiers who had been in
see U.S. on page 9
Learning from Mistakes... And
East Coast Sea Creature Prints
ByJORDYNSIMS
OPINIONS EDITOR
I really wish that my
roommate would hurry
up and build the time
machine she's always
talking about. I mean,
think about how useful
a time machine would
be. You could go back
in time and save the world. Or, in a more
mundane sense, you could take back that
wrong turn you took that made you late
for a job interview, or decide to wear
smarter shoes the first day the snow
turned to ice and you slipped down the
hill in front of Austin Arts. You could fix
any kind of mistake really. If I had a time
machine, that's what I would do. I would
fix all the mistakes that I have made.
But then I wonder. What would hap-
pen to my life if I completely erased all of
my mistakes? For one thing, I would
never learn anything and would probably
waste a lot of time in that handy time
machine fixing the same mistakes over
and over again. We've all heard the time-
old cliche, "Learn from your mistakes,"
but there's more to it than that.
Sometimes we may make mistakes, but
when we learn how to deal with them and
when we try to fix them without a time
machine, you never know what can hap-
pen. For example, when I first came to
Trinity, there were plenty of times that I
was convinced that I had made a horrible
mistake. Don't get me wrong, I love the
very different, East Coast culture in con-
trast with my West Coast roots, but com-
ing to Connecticut from California was a
big adjustment. I had no idea what
"Vineyard Vines" was before I got here,
or why people were walking around in
corduroys with creatures of the sea or
flamingos embroidered on them. There
was the concept of a very defined social
hierarchy that I couldn't seem to grasp,
and the idea of boarding school utterly
confused me. When added to the whole
snow issue (and the concept of ice being
very slippery under shoes with no soles),
adjusting to college in general was hard,
as I'm sure it was for everyone. I wanted
to go home to sunshine, to my friends at
home, to my family. But I couldn't. And
I thought I had made the biggest mistake
of my life. The only problem with the
"retreat back to California" plan that I
constructed was a lack of transportation.
Walking across the United States wasn't
something I felt terribly inclined to do,
so I stuck it out. And while I still miss
sunshine, Pac Sun, surfers, and cable cars,
I've come to appreciate things like pink
flamingos on a bright green skirt (not to
say I'm going to buy one — I'm still
rather partial to Pac Sun). I am, after all,
on an adventure. I'm exploring the
world, starting with my own country.
That, I feel, is what college is meant to be
— a time for exploration.
Here's the thing: we all make mis-
takes. All the time. I'm not going to lie.
I probably make more mistakes than the
average human being. But I am deter-
mined not to sit around and wait for my
roommate to make that time machine.
The mistakes I make are mine, and I have
to learn how to take responsibility for
them, how to try to fix the damage they
inflict on others, and to remember that
sometimes mistakes turn out to be the
best decisions you'll ever make.
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Trinity Must See Assaults U.S. Should Stay in Iraq Until Finished
On Women as Important
continued from, page 7
individuals and have the same
academic responsibilities by
being members of the same
institution.
So why is it that, especially
once night falls, the intellect of
female Trinity students is forgot-
ten and the role of arm trophies
takes over?
Now they are only valued by
their appearance and are dehu-
manized almost to the level of
well-decorated orifices, there
solely for the purpose of a
"happy ending?"
The things that have hap-
pened on this campus at night
cut me to the core. With every
experience and story told, my
heart breaks for every woman
that has to experience these
atrocities, and for every woman
who accepts them as facts of life.
The things that happen behind
closed doors leave the liability
on those who are the actual per-
petrators, but the things that
happen in front of groups of
people make everyone liable for
them.
When females are shoved,
punched, and thrown to the
ground while bystanders remain
idle, it sends a message. First to
the offender — that what they
are doing is okay — and then to
the victim — that they deserve it.
These events happen more often
than I would like to know
about, and will continue to
occur until we all make it known
that it is not okay. Everything
from fraternity brothers violent-
ly shoving a girl to deny
entrance, to drunken guys
assaulting a woman for some
nonviolent offense is not accept-
able.
How far does it have to go
before we take a stand? A bro-
ken limb? Further?
We are members of a reac-
tionary society, and it is under-
standable that we are condi-
tioned to wait until our thresh-
olds are passed to take action,
but I am asking everyone to
question that threshold. Are the
black eyes and bruises not
enough?
I hope that this may work as
a wake-up call to at least a few
students to stop these abuses
when they see them.
We are all equals on this
campus and regardless of the
places that women decide to go,
the clothing they wear, or the
activities that they take part in,
no one should be assaulted.
So the next time you see a
friend, brother, or stranger
assaulting a woman, please do
something about it.
continued from page 8
.AdministratioBijOught to
Adopt a Closed Campus
continued from page 7
pus safety blog in the Tripod,
along with a half-hearted and
understated e-mail from Jorge
Lugo?
How is it that a student
comes an eighth of an inch away
from losing his life and the only
response protocol in place is a
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may argue that the
incident occurred
at an off-campus




recognized sororities and a fresh-
man dormitory. On top of this,
Amy DeBaun, Director of
Campus Life, is promoting off-
campus living quarters that
neighbor the site of the incident.
While there may be no easy
solution, actions clearly can be
taken to prevent further attacks.
These actions do not include
a friend, because neither of
those solutions will stop a man
with a weapon. Trinity College
needs to become a closed cam-
pus, similar to those of
Connecticut College and
Quinnipiac University.
While some may argue that
this would further strain rela-
tions with our neighboring com-
munity, I believe otherwise. A
closed campus
Trinity College needs
to become a closed
campus [...] While
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need for someone who is not
affiliated with Trinity College to
be taking a stroll through cam-
pus at 10 p.m. If the Trinity
administration chooses to con-
tinue following its current secu-
rity procedures, they may not be
as lucky as they were two
Saturdays ago, and it is the stu-
dents who will have to suffer as
Iraq.
I'm an Eagle Scout, so I got
to talk to a few of them at the
2005 National Jamboree (hosted
on an Army base), and in May
2006 I attended Fleet Week in
New York City. Fleet Week is an
event where the military gets to
show off all their cool toys to us
humble civilians. In both loca-
tions, I asked several of the sol-
diers about "how it's going over
there."
One infantryman I talked to
at the Jamboree mentioned that
his truck had been ambushed
and shot at four times, but all he
wanted to do was go back with
his "buddies" and fight.
One very intimidating
Marine at Fleet Week told me
that it's not as bad over there as
"they" say it is, referring to the
media or government, or both.
I basically got the impression
from all the soldiers that yes, it
is a war, and it's ugly, but we can
definitely win. And by "win" I
mean stabilize the country.
None of them showed even the
slightest hint that they thought
it was a lost cause, or that they
even wished it was over.
I believe it is right to honor
the men and women in our mil-
itary — they wilJingly give their
lives to protect us and our allies.
And all they want right now is
to be allowed to do their jobs —
and they want to know that we
support them, even if all of us




spoke to gave the
impression that
they are "men of
action" - one of
the men at the
Jamboree said
he'd rather be
back in Iraq fight-
ing and making a
difference than






and they are pro-
fessional, deadly warriors. There
is no draft — they join the mili-
tary of their own free will, and
they know exactly what they're
getting into.
I myself have a very good
friend who's in the Air Force
Academy, and even though jiot
all of us were happy about her
decision to join the military,
While many of us
would prefer they did
not have to £ght, we
should not necessarily
feel sorry for them ~
rather, we should sup-
port them and let them
get out there and do
what they do best.
They want to be there,
because they know
they are making a dif-
ference.
nobody could convince her oth-
erwise.
While many of us would pre-
fer they did not have to fight,
we should not necessarily feel
sorry for them — rather, we











to at Fleet Week
told me that the








Whatever your political back-
ground, and whatever your opin-
ion of President Bush or our rea-
sons for going to war, the course
of action that makes the most
sense at this point is to stay in
Iraq until we finish the job. And
if you can't support the war or
the President, at least support
the troops.
walking in a,lighted area or with a result.





- Willie Leonard '07
"Pocahontas."
- Mr. Squirrel '16
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"The Emperor's New Groove."
- Benjamin Fay '04
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- Catherine McNally '10
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Finding faults In Taiwan: Extensional plate tectonics in an
active convergent mountain belt
March 7, 4:00 p.m.
Terrace Room B, Mather Hall
Given by Jonathan Gourley, Lecturer and Laboratory Coordinator,
Environmental Science, Trinity College.
Data from high precision GPS surveys in southern Taiwan has con-
strained the location and direction of extension in the Central Range
of Taiwan. While extension in collisional mountain belts may at first be
counter-intuitive, many orogens (mountain belts) world-wide have
documented extension. Often extension occurs in the highest eleva-
tions where the weight of the mountain belt collapses on itself. On
the small, yet tectonically active island of Taiwan our data suggests
that lateral extrusion in southern Taiwan is the dominant mechanism
that is responsible for the extension. In lateral extrusion crust is
expelled horizontally away from the focus of the collision, similar to a
watermelon seed that is pinched between two fingers. A future trip to
Taiwan next January will test this hypothesis by recording the motions
of recently exposed faults along the boundary of the proposed extru-
sion block.
Is East Asia Secular?
March 8, 4;15 p.m.
Washington Room, Mather Hall
Given by Ian Buruma, Henry R. Luce Professor of Democracy, Human
Rights, and Journalism, Bard College.
East Asia, in contrast to, say, the Middle East, or even the United
States, is often seen as an oasis of secularism, where people, if they
worship at all, pay respects to many gods and are not driven by dog-
mas. Renowned Journalist and Bard College Professor Ian Buruma's
lecture will look at historical evidence to see whether this image is
true. Even in the relative absence of monotheistic religions, he argues,
religious behavior has in fact played a large role in the politics and cul-
ture of China, Korea and Japan. Buruma will explore what this tells us
about the world today.






Written by Anne Bonfiglio
This week's Spotlight would like to honor Psi U's
involvement in the Blood Drive held for the American Red
Cross on Wednesday, Feb. 21. Donating blood is a process
nearly anyone can participate in and is an easy way to give
back to others.
Psi U has been involved in these semi-annual Blood
Drives for about six years, holding one each semester. Todd
Morrison '07, who has run the event for the last two years,
said there are "usually great turnouts, and this year was no
exception." Over 110 people signed up to give blood, with
77 showing up at the actual drive and a total of 62 units of
blood being donated, surpassing the goal of 55 units.
Psi U works with the Red Cross by advertising for the
event with flyers, posters, and tabling, calling people to
remind them of their commitment, helping people to register
at the blood drive; and working the snack and juice table for
the donors. Nearly all the brothers participated this year,
along with some pledges, cumulatively committing about 60
total hours to the project.
According to Morrison, the number one issue this
year was that returning juniors and seniors who had been
abroad were concerned that they would not be able to
donate due to the fact that they had been out of the country.
However most people who spent a semester overseas still
should be able to participate, ''If you want to donate," he
stressed, "sign up and then find out[...]always inquire before
writing it off." Through the years, Morrison says working
with the American Red Cross has been very rewarding, "It is
a good experience bringing us together for a common cause
beyond Trinity and beyond Hartford."
The Trinity Tripod
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I'm "Chile'in!" My experi-
ence in Chile thus far has been
very rewarding. Although I have
only been here for three weeks, I
have already gone on many
adventures. It is not something
that can be easily described with
words. I was very fortunate to be
accepted into the Trinity-in-
Santiago study abroad program
as a late applicant. As a double
major in both Modern
Languages, with a concentration
in Spanish, and International
Studies, I decided to go Chile
because I have always wanted to
go to South America and
become fluent in Spanish. The
program also consists of two
week-long excursions to
Argentina and Uruguay. This year
we have the rare opportunity of
visiting Machu Picchu in Peru,
which has always been a dream of
mine.
The Trinity-in-Santiago pro-
gram is amazing. First off, it is
very well organized. Additionally,
students have the option to
arrive three weeks before the start
of the program to take classes in
Montevideo or in Santiago. The
Montevideo program costs extra
because students receive credits,
whereas the three-week program
in Santiago, because I wanted to
familiarize myself with Santiago
and get a head start on my semes-
ter here.
One of my initial problems
with living in Santiago was deal-
ing with the updated transporta-
tion in the city itself, which is still
chaotic and unorganized.
However, the people that I have
encountered in Santiago have
been very friendly, and I feel that
they are eager to welcome and
make me feel comfortable here.
I was very nervous during the
first week because I was afraid
that my Spanish would not be
good enough. I was also unsure
what my host family would be
like. I moved in with a nice
Chilean family in a nice neighbor-
hood. My host family consists of
a mother, father, and brother. My
host mother is retired and my
host father now works part-time
as a physical therapist. My host
brother is in his last year of col-
lege majoring in architecture. My
new family members have been-
very nice to me and I feel that I
have become part of the family.
And as for that Spanish ... every-
day I attend classes with a
Spanish tutor for about two to
three hours, and on some nights
I visit the city with the other stu-
dents who are studying here as
well. We have spent many nights
exploring and dining in local
restaurants. The people in the
program are very hospitable, and
readily available to answer any
questions we may have. The hous-
see LI on page 12
gram. I am one of four students
who are participating in the
three-week immersion program
Courtesy of Yuki Li
Yuld Ii '09 (left) poses with friends in front of the towering Edificio Corporativo CTC, the tallest high-rise building in Chile.
Dr. Amin Tarzi Lectures on Origins of Afghanistan
By KYLE W1NNICK
FEATURES WRITER
Last Wednesday, Dr. Amin
Tarzi, an analyst for Radio Free
Europe / Radio Liberty and a
former Senior Fellow at the
Center for Advanced Defense
Studies at Rochester Institute of
Technology, delivered a lecture
entitled Inventing a Past;
Afghanistan's Historical
Narrative, which was culturally
pertinent and very closely relat-
ed to current events. As
Americans, it is hard not to hear
+ '
Dr. Amin Tarzi discussed the history of Afghanistan in his lecture last Wednesday.
or read anything about the pres-
ent situation in Afghanistan.
Although Tarzi hardly touched
upon the current situation in
Afghanistan, his lecture gave
insight into the Afghan ethos.
This is something that I believe
most Americans can now agree
that we had little to no knowl-
edge of before engaging troops
for the liberation of Afghanistan
from the Taliban.
Tarzi earned his Ph.D. in
Middle East Studies from New
York University in 2003.
Although academic pursuits
help dispel ignorance and pro-
mote awareness of different cul-
tures, experiencing them is
always more powerful. Besides
recent excursions to the Middle
East, Tarzi was a "cold warrior,"
more specifically, a marine dur-
ing the Cold War. It was inter-
esting to hear him discuss his
feelings on the fall of the Soviet
Union; he described feeling that
he "could not have been happi-
er." I mention this because
Tarzi, although part of the
mechanism that led to our pres-
ent situation in Afghanistan,
presents a contrast to the
American neglect that occurred
after the Cold War's end. While
American foreign policy shifted
from immense interest in
Afghanistan to removing the
Afghanistan sections in the State
Department following the fall of
the USSR, Tarzi has merely shift-
ed his own perspective from a
militaristic to an academic one.
The lecture presented two
broad themes: the origins of
Afghanistan from a scholarly
perspective and.its origins from
the Afghan perspective. For any-
one who has taken a history
course, especially at the college
level, the main obstacle for the
historian is in the ambiguity and
lack of absolute truth in histori-
cal events. If there was one con-
sistency, it was that many ethnic-
ities characterize Afghanistan
today. In addition, because of
Afghanistan's location, the coun-
try is influenced by different
regions. For instance, while its
neighbor Iran has western influ-
ences, Southeast Asia influences
eastern ideas in Afghanistan.
Furthermore, some people do
not even consider themselves
Afghans, despite living within its
boundaries, because "Afghan" is
more of an ethnic term than a
national one. These facts, Tarzi
argued, impede any nation-build-
ing that the U.S. is trying to
accomplish. For how can
nationalization occur when there
is no unity amongst the groups
within the nation?
However, unity of sorts has
come in the creation of the
"other." Their disapproval and dis-
see AFGHAN on page 12
By SAN-EOU LAN
FEATURES EDITOR
Last night, Ingrid Mattson
held a conversation about Islamic
Women. She stated at the begin-
ning of the conversation that it is
absurd to talk about such a broad
topic, because every individual
brings a different perspective on
Islamic women. "I recognize that I
cannot speak for all Muslim
women; however, I can relate to
the experiences of others," she
said. Mattson argued that it was
wrong to see a few individuals as
being representative of Islamic cul-
ture, citing that the topic was too
broad to rely on a select number
of viewpoints.
She discussed the false repre-
sentation of Islam and Islamic
women, citing an example where a
Muslim woman, having never
lived in an Islamic country, misled
individuals to believe she was an
expert on the Islamic world.
Various American intelligence
groups hired her, thus perpetrat-
ing this misconception of the
Islamic world.
The conversation continued
with a question and answer ses-
sion with the audience. A student
asked for her opinion on the
recent incident in France regard-
ing the hijab, better known as a
veil. She attributed this cultural
misunderstanding to the lack of
self-awareness among Europeans
and many Americans. "There are
different associations with veils in
a European sense and in an
Islamic sense," Mattson said. She
argued that since veils represent
ideas such as secrecy in western
culture, there.is a preconceived
notion against the hijab.
Another student asked where
Mattson's inspiration came from
to become so involved "with Islam.
Mattson confessed that she lost
her sense of religion at the tender
age of 15, making joking remarks
on the matter. "I don't even know
what sense of spirituality one has
at 15," she said. However, Mattson
re-encountered Islam when study-
ing abroad in France. "I started
reading the Quran again, because
of some friends who exemplified
Islamic ideals such as faith, humil-
ity, dignity, arid generosity."
One of the final questions
asked dealt with negative dis-
course in this country, to which
Mattson was eager to provide an
answer. She said, "on one hand we
must educate ourselves, and on
the other we need to be more
vocal to articulate our views."
Mattson finished by: stating that
as long as the War on Terror lasts,
it would be difficult to change
opinions. ' '••'
Islam Awareness Week continues
through Friday. For a calendar
of events, please see page 10.
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continued from page 11
ing coordinator and his wife, for
example, have bonded with us
like family. They treat us like their
own children. They brought us to
the movies, restaurants and my
favorite, Pablo Neruda's house.
Our Spanish tutor is so full of
energy and down to earth, mak-
ing classes with her very fun - and
we have learned a lot. The direc-
tor of the program is also very
nice and worked very hard to
make sure that everything goes
well.
By the second week, I was
already feeling very comfortable
with my family and surroundings,
and was no longer getting lost.
We took a fun trip to Renaca
Beach, a Santiago hotspot and
one of the most popular (and
touristy) beaches around. The
weather is really nice at this time,
so the beach was beautiful (yes, it
is summer here). There are many
beaches and places to go in Chile,
and since transportation is cheap-
er than in the U.S. and more con-
venient, there is always something
to go do or see. Santiago is a very
big city and you can find western
establishments here, too. You can
find many of the same amenities
in Chile as you can find in the
States. Por example, you can find
KFC, Burger King, McDonald's,
Starbucks, and other such restau-
rants in some malls and on main
streets.
This week was the most adven-
turous week because we trekked a
distance to see penguins. Yes, I'm
talking about penguins! Here in
Chile, there is a little island of
penguins near the Rocky
Cachagua beach, which is nearby
Santiago in the central region of
Chile. When we first set out, we
made sure not to have our hopes
up, since it was not guaranteed
that we would actually be able to
see the penguins. However, the
hassle of getting lost paid off,
because at last, we found them.
The penguins reside on a little
island not far from Cachagua
beach, so to get a closer look at
the penguins we had to climb
over big rocks and take a lot of
photos of the penguins and seag-
ulls on that island. Even though
we could only see the penguins
from a distance we were still very
satisfied. Seeing penguins on an
island off of a tropical beach is
something that I would have pre-
viously never thought was possi-
ble.
This year there is a total of 10
students studying abroad in
Trinity's program in Santiago.
Although it is a small group, I
believe we are going to have a lot
of fun. Next week is our excur-
sion to Peru and afterward, our
classes in the University of Chile
will commence. There are many
more adventures to come. This is
only the beginning.
Courtesy of Yuki Li
Yulci Li "09 enjoys both beautiful South American architecture as well as the Southern Hemisphere summer in Santiago.
Aighan Nationalism Topic of Tarzi Talk
continued from page 11
like of America has created as
much of a national identity as
Islam did in the past. It is certain-
ly ironic that our hopes in enter-
ing (besides, of course, eliminating
Osama bin Laden) was to aid and
bring democracy and a new iden-
tity to Afghanistan, when our only
success has been nationalizing
Afghanistan against us. During
the question portion following the
lecture, Tarzi illuminated the simi-
lar mistakes that we made in Iraq,
which were almost worse than mis-
takes made in Afghanistan. A lack
of understanding and narrow-
minded idealism has questioned
the credibility of the effectiveness
of America being a police force for
the world. One point that was
made clear was the importance of
historical understanding. The way
a nation perceives its own history
gives an outsider an invaluable
understanding of its ideologies.
Only with this understanding can

















AQUARIUS January 20 - February 18
If anyone asks when Spring Break is, you recount the
number of hours, minutes, and seconds until the big
day. Don't you have anything else to do than multiply
60's and 24's together? You're borderline.
Survive Midterms By: Get a real hobby, or a friend
PISCES February 19 - March 20
Everyone loves sliced bread, toilet paper, and frozen
dinners. Leave your mark by inventing something new
that completes the "best thing since" sentence. No
really - the sliced bread thing is getting really old now.
Survive Midterms By: Being better than sliced bread
ARIES March 21 - April 19
The predictions for snow this week are single-handedly
fueling your mojo. Dubbed "Ice King / Queen," you
thrive on all things below 32 degrees. When the forecast
calls for snow run outside and make a fool of yourself
Survive Midterms By: Playing in the snow
TAURUS April 20 - May 20
Peter B's, the Underground, Starbucks, etc. ... you're
besties with the staff", have loyalty cards up the hizzy,
and definitely know how to get to each locale blind-
folded ... not that we recommend trying this.
Survive Midterms By: Setting a P.R. for caffeine intake
GEMINI May 21 - June 21
Our world would be nothing without modern and
interpretive art. Feeling artistic? Take advantage of
your imaginative intuition and craft models of Pluto
(our lost planet, fear) out of shredded test papers.
Survive Midterms By: Exploring your creative side
C A N C E R June 22 - July 22
You've got the winter blues. The ugly combo of gray
skies and pale skin makes your mood plummet. Now's
.iyowisshance to hop oniheindcior,tanning bandwag-,
on and make yourself well, happier.
Survive Midterms By: Curing your S.A.D.
LEO July 23-August 22
How do you deal with stress? There just seems to be
no right answer. That's okay, things like horoscopes
and psychiatric facilities exist to get you through tough
times. Talk to a friend before you start throwing things.
Survive Midterms By: Skip the shrink, save some cash
TCP
VIRGO August 23 - September 22
m
"I can tell from your stress level that you've not been
touched in any way for quite some time. Not caressed.
Not massaged. Not even groped on the subway. Do
you agree that you need someone in your life?"
Survive Midterms By: Make some "human contact"
LIBRA September 23 - October 22
It appears that you will never be the $2,000 shopping
spree winner at Pier 1 or Pottery Barn, but it's okay,
nobody really shops there anyway. Swiping your card
gives you an adrenaline rush that rivals most speed users.
Survive Midterms By: Spending as much $ as you can
SCORPIO October 23 - November 21
You're not the most diligent student, skipping classes
and homework assignments on a regular basis. Maybe,
just for this last stretch of midterms, you should your
study on and do stuff. That's how people get A's, duh.
Sunive Midterms By: Doing work for once
SAGITTARIUS November 22-December 21
You find yourself eating at Mather only because you
enjoy the free-for-all endless buffet. Eating is a way you
deal with midterm stress, and that's okay- if you have
the metabolism of a hummingbird.
Survive Midterms By: Eating (for now)
CAPRICORN December 22 - January 19
You internal processor, you. It's not healthy the way
you keep everything inside. Your friends call you a
robot, and it's just the truth. You should care, even
though it's not in your program to do so.
Survive Midterms By: Sharing those pent-up emotions
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The Trinity Gods blessed me
this week by granting me two
days off in celebration of the
most major and
event of my year. This {
period of reflection*
allowed me to ade-
quately process the|.
Academy Awards f












princess of the ni^h
was Best Actress
Penelope Cruz. Her pale pink
Versace dress was nothing short
of spectacular. It featured a fit-
ted bodice with braided detail-
ing and then exploded into a
dramatically full skirt of tex-
tured tulle. It was a risky








Prada alter ego. '
lile it was si.
turquoise sequins
were absolutely glit-
tering. The color was,
a perfect choice for
the fair skinned
actress, making her
blue eyes just pop.
She has clearly proven
herself as a legitimate contender
among the fashion elite. Fellow
Devil star Anne Hathaway was
also a winner in the sweetest
dress of the night. Valentino's
creation boasted incredible lace
with an intricate floral pattern.
It avoided dipping into the
bridal category, however,
because of the large
black beaded bow on
the chest. The dress
looked like nothing
else anyone was wear-
ing and it was
incredibly feminin1 ,
After her relative-
ly bland selection ..u
the Golden Glob<-s
Jessica Biel
me with her Oscai d̂
la Renta gown. TK
simple silhouette \w
more than made up




The unique color com-
bination made the dress re
stand out, My only qualm





walk down the red carpet. On a
warm^ Hollywood night, the


















(who himself vus ih^ epiio-
mc of male snphiM na-
tion in .'. •JeJ.
in a ••lm-
pk. UOLI-C by M.in.hi.sa, one
of my favorite desisineis roi th^n
use of delicau Jciailing
Durham's gown w.ii utttd JI
top and flowed out <i( ilic bot-
tom. What kept it moJun w.s
the white, rope-UK ^iubiu:J.iy
.that made it almost naun-
fcal. It was 1-uMc, modem,
and fresh M.ii^u
Gyllenhs.Jl. 'vho V'c
jweek beioic h.-d hai-
led the SLicntun. Jtul
e c h n i L J 1
Achievement -\WJIIU.
often im;'i ;:•.•.<-* "n:
with hei
For the Oscars, she
J chose a.navy satin num-
\ •
was accented with a
'black waistband, strap
and bust detailing. The
vreal glamour element,
however, were the
" •• " rows and rows o i \ /
black feathers on the h e m - \
line that made her truly
stand out.
One of the highlights of the
awards presentation was the
musical performances by
the stars of Dreamgirls,
due to the fact that
each of them were
outfitted in
m a t c h i n
killer red
frocks. Jennifer Hudson wore a
form-fitting sequined number.
Both sexy and flattering, it was
a huge upgrade from her origi-
nal dress and hideous bolero,




was one of my
favorites. The bejeweled
bust, the dramatic sash,
and the sheer skirt were
I all delicately femi-
|nine. As the most
'^beautiful woman
->in the world,
hourglass shape and dramatic
tiers evoked a feeling of old
Hollywood. Her diamond cuff
*" bracelet underscored the
simplicity of the dress.
Perhaps most eye-catching,
however, were her sleek
blond locks which light-
ened the look. Who does-
n't love bangs? I know I
do!
," Though she may
'have gone home sans
i rophy, Abigail Breslin
does receive my award for
number one fasliionista.
Her pink party dress was
nothing short of fabu-
lous. The confection
boasted a full satin
gown and a bodice adorned
with blossoms. The Little Miss
Sunshine star managed to
achieve something significant,
choosing a dress that
was adequately formal
for such an event and
yet still age appro-




but this look wa,
,'. total home run.
It has been said that
divorce was the best thing
ID happen to Reese
Witherspoon's HQ_ (hot-
ness quotient). The newly
single mother and last year's
Best Actress winner looked fabu-
lous in Nina Ricci. The gown's
year-old. And the
best part was her
choice of acces-
; , sories - a Harry
>•' Winston dia-
"^\ v mond pendant
• and a
C u r i o u s








Things Not to Say When You're
in a Hostage Situation
10. "What would you say if I told you rny res-
cue party / SWAT detail were about two min-
utes away?'
9. "These restraints feel a little loose ... can you
tighten them?"
8. "Look, here come the police!"
7. "Did I mention I'm one of the president's
top advisors? 'Cause I am. With Level 5 secu-
rity clearance and everything."
6. "You know Stockholm Syndrome, that thing
where the hostage gets all attached to their cap-
tor? Yeah, you re kind of annoying so that s
probably not going to happen."
5. "Are you sure that gun works? Maybe you
should test it. Here, you can aim for this bulls-
eye I've drawn on my chest."
4. "Have you ever seen that movie where they
pulled oft the hostage's fingernails? That was
pretty cool... not to give you any ideas or any-
1 " 33
thing.
3. "What?! What land of ransom is that'll I'm
worth way more than $100,000!"
2. "You know, you could really use a breath
mint. And a shower. And a unibrow wax."
1. "I spent my entire Trinity Days watching
every episode of 24 on DVD and now I'm
gonna go Jabk Bauer on your ass!"
The Tripod Office Got a New Printer!
Now we are desperate to
unload our old (but
working) printer at any
price!
The printer is an HP
LaserJet 5Si MX capable
of printing up to 24
pages per minute. No
reasonable offer will be
refused.
Contact tripod@trincoll.edu to purchase or check
out http://www.laserjet.co.uk/laserjet5si.htm for
more specs.
For additional coverage on
Oscar Night, see page 15.
iiPoolforJustM
Hustbt Sunday at the Steam.
Sunday nights can be a real drag.
But now.City Steam has the cure. That's.right:
Every Sunday night,you now can enjoy a stone
baked pizza with one topping, a pint of beer,
and all the pool you can play*...for just $9.95.
Imagine that: A fun and affordable Sunday
night...only at City Steam. *Must be 2/yeare
ofageor older to purchase alcohol or play pool.
l ivKomtdy Thursday, Friday and Saturday
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CIA Tactics in War on Terror Topic of Human Rights Lecture
continued Bom page 1
unique war. There is no single
country to combat, no one, spe-
cific group of people to fight,
and no rulebook to follow.
Therefore, issues of what to do
with prisoners of war quickly
arose. In order to persecute,
even to hold these people, the
CIA had to create a class of peo-
ple who weren't soldiers or civil-
ians, as these prisoners were not
soldiers for a country, and if
they were considered civilians,
the process for holding them
would be made far more com-
plex than the CIA wished to deal
with. It was for these reasons
that the CIA began to create
what Paglen calls "ghosts" — peo-
pie who are neither soldiers, nor
civilians.
People began to disappear all
over the world. The first that
was made public was in October
2001 when the CIA tried to take
a man from Pakistan as their
prisoner. The CIA refused to
pay the landing fee at the airport
they were at, and although
Pakistani intelligence came in
and waived the fee, the incident
was made public. Similar disap-
pearances continued to happen
throughout the world: Morocco,
Afghanistan, and Indonesia. The
public only finds out someone
went missing when something
goes wrong. Paglen voiced con-
cern that "these ghost people are
becoming a fundamental part of
this country."
In order to be less conspicu-
ous, the CIA is run as a civilian
industry. As a result, they are
required to file paperwork just
like everyone else. Because of
this, Paglen was able to trace the
civilian airplanes that were flying
in and out of the Nevada Test
Site back to fake, CIA addresses
across the country. In addition
to finding numerous flights to
Guantanarno, Paglen discovered
that flights were continuously
going to Kabul, Afghanistan as
well.
The U.S. did not invade
Afghanistan independently. It
was the CIA and the Northern
Alliance Commanders, warlords
who supplied the manpower to
win the war. This was when the
issue with what to do with pris-
oners of war in such an ambigu-
ous war first became such a glar-
ing problem. The CIA was orig-
inally using shipping containers
to store prisoners of war, who
were either massacred by
machine guns or suffocated in
the shipping containers.
Eventually the CIA decided that
this was an ineffective way of
holding prisoners. The solution
was Guantanamo Bay, an area
that was U.S. property, yet was
just outside of U.S. laws and
jurisdiction.
When Guantanamo became
too public, the CIA set up their
first black site, the Salt Pit, in a
deserted brick factory in
Edwin C. Pratt
Author Trevor Paglen discussed the CIA's "black site" prisons and their effect on human rights in the Feb. 20 lecture chaired by Alexandra Blair '07 (seated at right).
Afghanistan. It was created as a
host nation facility, with
Afghanistan civilians filling the
lower-ranking guard positions
and CIA personnel running it
from the top so that if they were
discovered, the CIA could pin
the prison on Afghanistan.
Prisoners there were not only
from Afghanistan, they could be
from anywhere in the world. At
the Salt Pit, prisoners were inter-
rogated, beat up, and tortured.
The Salt Pit is just one of an
unknown number of black sites
around the world. There are
sites in Thailand, Poland,
Romania, and possibly Morocco;
there is a global network of
black sites run by the CIA.
In September 2006, President
Bush admitted to having a glob-
al network of prisons and that
prisoners there were being harsh-
ly treated. In something of a
publicity act, the CIA brought
14 prisoners to Guantanamo.
These were serious prisoners of
the War on Terror who had led
numerous attacks on the U.S.
around the world. Yet in order
to put them on trial, Congress
would have to retroactively legal-
ize everything the CIA had
already done to these men.
Therefore, the Military
Commissions Act was passed,
which states that torture for evi-
dence is all right and which
revoked the right of habeas cor-
pus. Paglen said of this new
development that "laws are
being fundamentally rewritten.,..
this makes me nervous.' He
ended the question and answer
section of the talk with the
haunting statement, "We've gone
so far into this world of madness
that we can't see out of it."
Around Trinity
You Can Dress Them Up,
But You Can't Take Them Out
AT was privy to a fabulous birthday fete at a
fine eatery in West Hartford (which, yes, counts as
"Around Trinity." Duh.) These lovely ladies were
clearly in a "celebratory" mood, Evening the stuffy
atmosphere at this ritey restaurant. Every male
bathroom-goer seemed to ogle the table as they
traveled past - but given that these bodacious
babes had busted out the reserves for the special
occasion, this attention was not such a surprise.
As the guest of honor attempted to blow out her
trick candles, but wound up scattering chocolate
flakes across the table (not to worry, AT scarfed
them up. They tasted better than crack!), it
became apparent that these girls belonged on ice.
They were too hot. Happy Birthday... and Purim.
Let's Get Our Priorities in
Order: Friends Before Beer
Couture wearing-and-carrying campers,
whom AT believes to be highly mischievious,
morally-maligned individuals, were revelling in
their rebellious ways on Allen Place this weekend
as they were spotted snatching beer from a cer-
tain religious (sinners!) house this weekend. But
when one femme fatale lost her stilettoed footing
and slipped on an icy stair, her friends appeared
more concerned with the brews that had flown
from her arms than her splayed body on the
concrete. While they may have been bottled and
not Natty-Ice (tres gourmet?), AT believes that
perhaps these deranged dames should have
directed more attention to their felled friend
•than.their boodegged booze. Just a thought.
AT Enjoys Warm Weekend at
Beach, Covered in Foam
AT won't deny it any longer - ATs OVER
this whole "winter" thing. So when this week-
end's theme parties brought the opportunity to
bust out the bikinis and soak up some (artificial)
sun, AT was SO there. First off was a stop at our
local cabana, where strings, Speedos, and sand
abounded. However, the giggling of too many
beach babies gets old after a while, so AT picked
up the party and moved it to a foamier locale.
ATs favorite Vernon venue did not disappoint,
and a soaking, sudsy good time was had by all
... especially as shirts came indiscriminately fly-
ing off and partiers began soaping each other's
steamy bodies up. That's summertime-caliber
hawt. Let's do it again sometime, boys?
Showers are for Getting
Clean, Not Dirty
While AT may not have had the most magnif-
icent Sunday night (thank you, The Cave, for a
lovely bout of food poisoning), certain individu-
als in ATs dorm definitely had a rollicking good
time getting wet and wild ... in the bathroom
showers. While AT was busy pouring the entire
contents of ATs stomach into the porcelain
throne, AT witnessed a pink flip-flopped dorm-
mate and a gentleman "friend" hop into the same
shower stall. Body washes weren't all this pair
were exchanging ... the nasty noises floating over
those ever-effective plastic dividers only fueled
ATs already overaetive gag reflex. Vbm. literally!
But I mean, hey, sandals and steel walls really turn
AT on too ... oh wait, not so much. , . • •;.
That's why I go to Marist
The social and behavioral science master's degrees* at Marist College
can help you make a real difference for children, adolescents, and adults.
You will receive the resources to become professional counselors, school
psychologists, and teachers. Our graduate programs provide both on
campus and online courses, professional field education in community
agencies and schools, leading to strong academic preparation for NYSED
licensure and certification.









The Academy Awards, which
were held this year on Sunday,
Feb. 25, mark the end of a long
awards season full of speculation
and anticipation. This year's cere-
monies, the 79th annual, held
few surprises in the three-hour,
51 minute-long telecast, but
rather served as a fitting celebra-
tion for a year in fihn. The
biggest story from the night was
not a surprise, but rather a relief,
that Martin Scorsese, one of the
most powerful modern forces in
American film, was awarded the
Academy Award for Best
Director, which many found to
be long overdue.
The show, though immense
in duration, had a more light-
weight feel than in years past.
Ellen DeGeneres, one of
America's most loved and most
respected lesbian entertainers,
was chosen as the host of the
Oscars, which helped to lighten
the mood. The choice of
DeGeneres was an interesting
one, as she has little experience
or connection to the film indus-
try. Though a reigning force in
television, her most recognition
in the film world came as the
voice of Dory in Finding Nemo.
This Oscars-watcher believes that
glJa^^mce^akBifUcularly jotei-
es^SgT^ivSPlljHSgffifee Best:
Picture winner of last year.
The 78th annual awards pre-
sented the Best Picture award to
utterly unremarkable "racial
drama" Crash, over heavily-
favored Brokeback Mountain, a
move that was seen by commen-
tators as the Academy being out-
dated and not accepting of alter-
nate lifestyles, as Brokeback
addressed issues that had rarely
been addressed before, whereas
Crash made more obvious argu-
ments for a frequently dealt with
topic. Hiring DeGeneres, well
msnbcmedia.msn.com
Martin Scorsese is seen with the cast of The Departed, which won Oscars for the Best Fihn and Best Director categories.
msnbcmedia1.msn.com www.image.net
As predicted, Helen Mirren and Forest Whitaker walked away with the Oscars for Best Actor and Actress in a leading role.
known to be a lesbian, may very
well have been an attempt by the
Academy to remedy the argu-
ment that they were homopho-
bic. Politics, though, were largely
empty from this year's cere-
monies, a welcome change from
last year's show, hosted by Jon
Stewart.
Instead of politics, DeGeneres
seemed devoted to making sure
that the show was dedicated to
the film industry as a whole, and
especially the nominees. The
show started off on the foot it
would stand on for the rest of
the evening: overly long, unim-
portant montages. The first of
the night featured the nominees
against a white backdrop, remi-
niscent of the incessant Apple
ads which dominate television
commercials, talking about their
nomination and their careers. A
great idea which simply got bor-
ing, the segment lasted signifi-
cantly too long.
This was only the first of
many montages that lasted too
long. The way in which the time
was divided during the show was
seemingly nonsensical. There
were five more montages after
the opening, one about writers in
film, one about foreign film, one
about Americans and America in
film, one honoring the work of
Sherry Lansing, and one honor-
ing Ennio Morricone. Every
montage lasted far over a reason-
able length, and most of the win-
ners were played off in the mid-
dle of their acceptance speeches
by the orchestra. For a night that
otherwise properly celebrated
their work, it was surprising to
see so much time devoted to con-
sequently meaningless montages,
while so little was devoted to
allowing the winners to properly
accept their trophies.
One of the most interesting
aspects of the show, which many
commentators afterwards poked
fun at, and others complained
that it took time away from bet-
ter aspects of the show, was a
troupe of silhouetted dancers
who, before commercial breaks,
would enact scenes and images
from the nominated films, and in
one memorable scene, a non-
nominated movie, as the dancers
moved in on host Degeneres as if
they were snakes, only to form
the well recognized Snakes on a
Plane logo. They also formed the
famous VW bus from Little Miss
Sunshine, the Oscar statuette,
and the gun logo from The
Departed.
The show poked fun at the
fact that they often play people
off stage, in a skit with Leonardo
DiCaprio and Former Vice
President Al Gore, who, after
explaining the ways in which the
Oscars have "gone green"
(become more environmentally
conscious), DiCaprio, the great-
est actor of our generation, asked
Gore if he had anything he
wished to announce, hinting at
rumors that the former Vice
President was going to run for
president again in 2008. Gore
    see MIRREN on page 16
Spalding's Introspective Dance Choreography Stirs Rapt Audience
By DANAE GOLDBERG turns and exacting intersections, niques, such as cannons that are within the world. This helped two overlapping stories into one  
ARTS WRITER
On Feb. 21, the Seabury 47
Dance Series had a special event:
Murray Spalding's Mandalas.
Created in 1997, Murray Spalding
developed her idea for the move-
ments via the vision of "patterns
swirling and intersecting in space
through her meditations." She
transformed these visions into
movements for her dancers to
interpret and incorporate into
their repertoire.
The term Mandala is translat-
ed as "sacred circle" in Sanskrit,
which is truly what these dances
portray. Each individual dance
within Mandalas is a circular
movement, not only within each
dancer herself, but also among
the other dancers as.well, becom-
ing a medium for prayer and
meditation. As Spalding stated in




Tranquil and focused, each dance
resonates a subtle energy based
on the specific shape and/or
rhythm being created."
There have been 12 pieces of
choreography created; however,
only 10 have been performed.
The dancers within Mandalas
have even been honored to per-
form at the United Nations.
Initially, there were three dancers
in Spalding's pieces, which have
evolved to seven currently. Each
dancer in Spalding's concepts is a
grain of sand within the symbol-
ic Mandala, creating a meditating
movement, conjuring energy that
incorporates the audience into
the process itself.
There are many choreograph-
ic tools that Spalding utilizes
while creating pieces for
Mandalas. There are repertoire
terms, such as circular counting,
movements, a change in focus of
the dancers from internal to
external, and phrasing tech-
used with several variations with-
in each piece itself. Also, there is
the use of a chorus in each piece.
Since not all seven dancers are
partaking in each piece of
Mandalas, the remaining dancers
are present on the outer edges of
the stage, projecting their creative
energy onto the dancers perform-
ing, again, creating a circular
movement to even the surround-
ing dancers.
The first piece that was per-
formed in the Seabury 47 Series,
"Mandala #4," was a welcoming
piece. It contained internal focus
and had a welcoming scan
motion. It was based on the
infinity symbol, meaning that
each dancer not only moved
within a personal movement of a
figure eight, but the dancers also
moved among each other in a
larger figure eight. By doing so, it
incorporated each dancer within
a broader, wider scope, demon-
strating the idea of an individual
continue with the theme of wel-
coming. As an audience member,
I felt relaxed and calm through-
out the piece.
In the second piece,
"Mandala #1," six dancers per-
formed in a triangular pattern,
using intersecting lines as a
unique visual sequence to
demonstrate the concept that
although we are individuals, we
all overlap and influence each
other at some point. In this
piece, Spalding plays with the
phrasing and rhythms of the
dancer's movements, creating an
overlay of the lines within the
piece. Even though this concept
itself is an intriguing one, it
becomes a little visually over-
whelming for an audience mem-
ber, especially if the lines of each
dancer are not completely in con-
gruence.
The third piece, "Mandala
#8," began as a solo, and evolved
into a duet with the concept of
via communication. The ensem-
ble chorus, consisting of the
other dancers, encircled the duo
and added sporadic movements
throughout the piece, creating a
warm surrounding atmosphere.
The duet consisted of "S" curves
and question mark silhouettes,
creating an internal conversation
between the dancers themselves.
The dancers were in unison in
their individual movements, mak-
ing for a thoroughly enjoyable
and calming piece.
The final piece performed,
"Mandala #10," completed all
the ideas present within
Spalding's creative thoughts. It
was influenced by Native
American techniques and has
three distinct sections, which
incorporated the elevation of the
focus and the rhythms and
movements within the piece
itself. It is a celebration of the
see MANDALAS on page 18
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Mirren, Others Celebrate Oscars Win
continued rrom page 15
started to announce just that, only to be played off
by the orchestra.
Al Gore's global warming documentary, An
Inconvenient Truth, picked up two Oscars, for Best
Documentary Feature, in a move that more award-
ed the message than the quality of the film, and
Best Song to Melissa Etheridge for "I Need to Wake
Up." Etheridge's win was a shock, as one of the
three songs from Dreamgirls was expected to win.
In no other year when a film has
had three nominations in any cate-
gory has a different film won. As
Etheridge performed her song, it
was clear that hers was superior to
the ones from Dreamgirls and Cars
(the other nominee). The perform-
ance of the songs from Dreamgirls
was very entertaining, as recent win-
ner Jennifer Hudson belted out the
songs from the hit musical. Her ill-
fitting dress was more distracting
than the fighting harmonies
between her and Beyonce, as it
looked clear that a wardrobe mal-
function was more than likely.
One speech that was right to be
played off was Hudson's, as she
accepted the award for Best
Supporting Actress for her role in
Dreamgirls. Hudson, who won vir-
tually every precursor award,
seemed to be pretending to be
shocked that she won the final award of the season.
While winning the most prestigious acting award in
the world is surely an overwhelming experience,
Hudson's claims that she really wasn't sure if she
was going to win seemed completely empty. She
seemed to also have no speech prepared, which
might have been part of her act, but it seemed
utterly irresponsible (much like her awful red carpet
choice of a hideous, shiny gold half-jacket, which
she thankfully removed once inside the building).
After the awards, Hudson claimed that she was
worried during the show that she wasn't going to
win, especially after Eddie Murphy's surprise loss to
Alan Arkin in the Best Supporting Actor category.
Murphy's role in Dreamgirls was heavily favored to
win, and the loss to Arkin for Little Miss Sunshine,
the indie-darling "Little Film that Could" was one
of the few, and certainly the most welcome, surpris-
es of the night. Before the show, web sites ran
"Stop Eddie Murphy" campaigns, hoping to take
away support for the actor because of his most
recent film, the critically bashed Norbit,
in which Murphy for the umpteenth g
time puts on a fat suit and portrays a
woman. Whether or not the blogos-
phere had any effect on Murph;
chances remains to be seen, but what
generally undisputed is the role
Internet had in raising hopes
Dreamgirls, an adaptation of
Tony , Award-Winning
Broadway musical that was
pegged as a frontrunner for
Best Picture before it was even
seen. 1
The biggest surprise came
when nominations were j
announced and Dreamgirls
was absent from the Best
Picture race, the first sign that
maybe this musical did not
have the legs that so many
thought it did. This "snub
opened up the race and made it
far more interesting, as there now
was no frontrunner. Of the nom-
inees, The Queen was seen as
too small, Little Miss Sunshine j
was seen as too comedic, Babel
was seen as a movie that people
either loved or hated, Letters
from Iwo Jima was seen as an
amazing film, but not successful
enough, and the eventual win-
ner, The Departed, was seen as
too violent and too much of a





absent from the Best
Picture race, the Erst
sign that maybe this
musical did not have
the legs that so many-
thought it did. This
"snub" opened up the
race and made it far
more interesting, as
there now was no fron-
of many assumed locks, specifically in the acting
categories, the lack of a Dreamgirls nomination was
a welcome addition to what would have been an
otherwise exceedingly dull race.
Forest Whitaker won Best Actor for his role as
Ugandan dictator Idi Amin in The Last King of
Scotland, which was not a surprise. Helen Mirren
won Best Actress for her intensely convincing, crit-
ically lauded role as Queen Elizabeth II in The
Queen. These two categories, in striking similarity
with last year's race, were assumed to be done deals,
and they were. At last year's cere-
monies, the winners also portrayed
real people, such as Reese
Witherspoon as June Carter Cash
in Walk the Line and Phillip
Seymour Hoffman as Truman
Capote in Capote.
One issue that was addressed by
DeGeneres in her monologue was
the diversity amongst the nomi-
nees. Abigail Breslin, age 10, was
nominated in the same year that a
couple actors more than seven
times her age were, like Dame Judi
Dench, 72, and Peter O'Toole, 74.
Five of the acting nominees, and
two of the winners, were black,
some were Australian, Japanese,
Mexican, British, and Irish. This
internationality was also felt in the
trunner. nominated films: Letters from Iwo
Jima was almost entirely in
Japanese, Pan's Labyrinth, one of
the most celebrated films of the year, was Mexican
produced and Spanish set, and Babel, thought by
many to be a favorite for Best Picture, took place
in many different countries and languages.
Mexicans were a prominent force in film this year,
with both Pan's Labyrinth and Alfonso Cuaron's
Children of Men highly praised.
The last two awards of the nighty Best Director
and Best Picture,, finally,:ajcrived toward^ thxJSJSjy
end of evening, near midnight east coa'st time. The
anticipation, which should have been building all
evening, was somewhat empty. The audience at the
Kodak Theater was clearly restless, but after the
monumental trio of Francis Ford Coppola, Steven
Spielberg, and George Lucas handed out the Best
Director award to Scorsese, the crowd erupted into
an intense cheer, giving Scorsese a grand standing
ovation. This praise for Scorsese breathed new life
into the last few minutes of the telecast. As Diane
Keaton and Jack Nicholson came out to hand out
Best Picture, there was a huge roar coming from
I lit crowd, as this was the award everyone was
waiting for and the one with the least pre-
, liictable outcome.
The Departed won, and no one really cared.
ITie award, while clearly deserved, felt a little
lacking. It was an obvious choice in a year with
interesting array of nominees. If anything, the
tumor was more for Martin Scorsese and a great
cast. The striking realization is that by The
Departed winning Best Picture, the
Academy made the statement that a
moneymaking movie is important to
them, as The Departed was by far
the most successful of the nomi-
nees at the box office; it grossed
just under $132 million. Little
Miss Sunshine was the second
highest, with around $93 mil-
lion.
In an Oscar season with
so much potential for surpris-
es, the awards were generally
predictable, with only a few upsets.
1 hough the show was overly long,
ind it dragged at times, the combina-
tion of DeGeneres' hosting style,
well produced and performed musi-
cal numbers, and deserving winners,
the almost four hours were enjoy-
tf able, and the fitting culmination of
.in exciting awards season.
For additional coverage on Oscars
vu ;.".". hion, see page 13.
viwv.images.net
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TV Shows to Watch For
By PRIYANKA JOTWANI
ARTS WRITER
"This is not your brain on drugs. This is death. You are
dead." As usual another great quote from "Grey's Anatomy,"
despite a very dramatic episode there were still some much
needed jokes to lighten the mood. "24" and "Lost" however,
decided to take a different path and poured on the drama,
along with many other shows. So let's take a look at what we
learned last week and what to look forward to in the week
ahead.
Grey's Anatomy: Yay! Meredith doesn't die! Sadly, the same
can not be said for Ellis who made a very
well-written exit in the conclusion of the
episode two weeks ago. Last week was a
repeat for Grey's, and the next new
episode will air March 15. While the ques-
tion two weeks ago was whether Meredith
can leave Grey's, a new question has aris-
en: Can Addison leave Grey's? No, there
is not an Addison death plot, but there is
a pilot being shot for a Grey's spin-off
starring Dr. Montgomery. The series pre-
miere for this show will be sometime in May, and will air as a
Grey's episode. If the show does not do well though, there is
no need to worry about Addison's departure being permanent
since Kate Walsh's contract contains a clause for her return to
the original show. In upcoming episodes (Spoiler Alert): One
of the interns will treat a World War II veteran, there may be a
round two of Addison and Alex's relationship, and Jane Doe
will have to endure more tragedy.
Lost: A car on the island? Talk about random. Last week's
episode was a Hurley flashback and taught us about his
"curse." While the whole meteor destroying his restaurant
scene was simply hilarious, the storyline led up to a great scene
with Hurley driving down the hill. The whole "Let's look
death in the face and say whatever" concept was great, especial-
ly when they got the car to start at the last minute.
Unfortunately for our Losties, things are only going to go
downhill from here. (Spoiler Alert): As Jack and Juliet's rela-
tionship grows, Kate's feelings for Jack will start to show dur-
ing her rescue mission. Plus, Charlie will have to deal with his
fate to die.
24: You would think that getting sent to China taught Jack a
lesson, but no, he just had to go and make the same mistake
again, this time with the Russians. The show now has another
new villain: Vice President Daniels. Sure, he has the country's
best interest at heart, but the Tom Lennox plan just needs to
die. Hopefully, Palmer will get better soon, or Kathryn Hayes
will step in just in time to stop the Vice President. The show
really needs to stop with all the torture, I mean really, "You're
going to tell me what I want to know, or you are going to start
losing your fingers one by one." Enough is enough, and many
critics agree. Next week we can look forward to a rescue mis-
sion at the Russian consulate, as well as a hectic search for the
drones before they take off. (Spoiler Alert): Someone from the
Bauer family will be killed in Episode 19.
One Tree Hill: Even though "One Tree Hill" will not be on
again until April, the episode two weeks
ago was too good to not talk about. From
Peyton and Brooke's tumultuous fight, to
hormonal Haley, and Dan going to prom
with Karen, this episode had so much
going on. But the biggest surprise was in
the last 30 seconds of the show; welcome
back psycho Derek. Poor Peyton, she
finally decided to go to prom after the day
from Hell and Derek has to show up.
Great cliffhanger, however, and viewers can
use the next few weeks to think up theories on how this will
play out. Will Lucas save Peyton or will she save herself? What
does Derek have planned? No word on what's coming up, but
keep checking the column for the latest spoilers.
Honorable Mentions: Smallville has plenty of great episodes
coming up in which (Spoiler Alerts): Lionel will be playing a
pivotal role, there will be more exploration into 33.1, and Lex's
interest in Chloe will grow. Heroes creators have revealed that
episode 20 (Spoiler Alert): will take place five years into the
future with Ando and Hiro. Also, NBC premiered a promis-
ing new series last week, "The Black Donnellys," which airs
Mondays at 10 p.m.
That's all for this week, but there's plenty more to come, so be
sure to read next week's column about the latest news and
spoilers.
www.360youth.com
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Digital Fun Showcased at Mather Hall
BySARAYOO
ARTS EDITOR
Works showcased in the
Mather Art Space by and large
have come from the usual sus-
pects — Trinity's students of
photography, design, or fine art.
The artwork currently on dis-
play, however, comes from an
unlikely source: the students of
CPSC110, Dr. Madalene
Spezialetti's Computers and
Kinetics class. The exhibit is
entitled "Images and Actions in
a Digital World," and as the title
hints, the pictures on display are
zany and creative in the way
only entirely computer-generat-
ed images can be.
It turns out the possibilities
are endless (and surprisingly
imaginative) when a class full of
computer science students are
allowed to unleash their creative
sides, as can be seen in "A
Happy Car Life," "Frogs Attack
Trinity" and "From One, Many."
In the series of images called "A
Happy Car Life," students were
given images of the instructor's
last car (a cheeky red '94 Ford
Probe) and it was their job to
conceive of where it was now
and what it could possibly be
doing. Students took this idea
and ran — to the French Alps, to
scale Mt. Everest, to accompany
Superman in heroic adventures,
and even to zoom through the
stratosphere flankedby turbo jet
engines, the Probe all the while
thinking fondly of its former
Cinestudio
Erin Caner
Digital images in "A Happy Car life" were inspired by Prof. Spezialetti's old car.
images of frogs and three images
of different locations around
campus and combined them
into a series of fantastic sci-fi
scenarios. The frogs take on
avian and alien-like forms to
wage fiery war on Trinity, only
to take over and partake in a
computer science course. In
"Out of One, Many," students
took a single picture of one yel-
low rose to render a variety of
different images. The rose was
made into a bountiful bouquet,
tinted a rainbow of different
shades, and in one rendition,
given a glossy, fluid-like
Photoshop finish.
The most interesting images
however are the "Trinity
Collages," scenes depicting life
on our campus, and the select
scenes excerpted from student's
individual animation shorts. The
students wefe given the most
ggaaa &?a6ie6+tfi&8t a
that made room for some
absurd, funny, and eccentric
ideas. Some examples include
unexpected visitors in the night,
the secret life of fruits, and an
alternative theory to the dawn
of mankind. Here, verbal
description falls short, so I high-
ly encourage close examination
of the images next time you visit
the upper floor of Mather Hall.
You will be impressed by the cre-
ative possibilities of digital tech-
niques (especially so if you are
technologically challenged and
dubious, like me). Whoever said
comp-sci was boring clearly
never took CPSC110 - it is evi-
dent that the students not only
learned to become masters at
digital manipulation, but above
all, they had a lot of fun. An
opening reception took place on
the evening of Feb. 22, and the
images will be on display until
March 16.
Two or Three Things I Know About Her
The new 35mm Technicolor print of the pinnacle of late '60s avant garde cin-
ema is provocative, smart, political, and, because we're talking about filmmak-
er Jean-Luc Godard, is never less than beautiful to watch. The "her" of the title
constantly shifts between actress Marina Vlady, her incarnation as a housewife
living in the banlieues moonlighting as a prostitute in Paris, and the city of Paris
itself, undergoing an upheaval of modernization and racing towards the stu-
dents and workers' revolt of 1968. "I wanted to include everything: sports, pol-
itics, even groceries. Everything should be put into a film." - Godard.
March 4: 2:30, 7:30 p.m.
March 5-6: 7:30 p.m.
Children of Men
2006 is the year that Mexican filmmaking got huge, with great new films
released by three major directors: Children of Men's Alfonso Cuaron, Inarritu
{Babe!}, and del Toro (Pan's Labyrinth). Cuaron, who made both the sexy Y Tu
Mama Tambien and Harry Patter and the Prisoner ofAzkaban, directs a daz-
;ling futuristic thriller based on the novel by mystery writer P. D.James. Cluing
right into the current paranoia, the film gives us a not-nearly-distant-enough-
future where Iraq-style war has gone global, women are unable to conceive, and
Britain is obsessed with containing its immigrants in camps. Clive Owen stars
as a government official who looks for salvation of the species in one of the
persecuted refugees (Clare-Hope Ashitey) who, against all odds, is carrying a
child.
March 7-9: 7:30 p.m.
March 10: 2:30, 7:30 p.m.
Spike and Mike's Sick and Twisted Animation Festival
The world would be a far, far poorer place without the sick and twisted festival
guys who gave a chance to the maverick independent animators who gave us
(for a start) Beavis md Butthead, Wallace and Gromit, The PowerputTGirls, and
South Park. Often imitated, Spike (carrying on since the 1994 death of partner-
in-crime Mike Gribble) has never been outdone in his quest for innovative and
(need it be said) uncensored toons. This year's lineup includes: The Boy Who
Could Smell the Future (Kurt Nellis), Krazy Kock (Bill Plympton), and The
Treasure of the Salted Tadpole (La Poudiere). "Spike and Mike are to animation
what salad dressing is to sex." - Matt Stone and Trey Parker, South Park co-cre-
ators.
March 9-10: 9:40 p.m.
For WOK information, see cinestudio.org.
students took three
EW20"
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Trinity Celebrates 30th Year for Organist John Rose
ByGRIHASINGLA
ARTS EDITOR
In 1977, Trinity was lucky
enough to find John Rose, now
the college organist and Chapel
music director. Thirty years
later, at a special, surprise
Sunday Vesper service, the
school joined together to
acknowledge this man and the
work he has done for this
school. Not only did former
Trinity students come to cele-
brate with John Rose, but they
also sang for him. Among them
were Liesl Odenweller '88, an
opera star who traveled all the
way from Italy, and Floyd
Higgins, Trinity's current
Concert Choir Director.
John Rose came to Trinity
after first spending nine years as
organist and director at the Heart
Cathedral Basilica in Newark, NJ.
He has performed all over the
world and still has managed to
direct the Chapel Singers, delight
Trinity audiences with his organ
playing, and to teach willing stu-
dents the fingerings necessary to
be a successful organist.
In honor of Rose's contribu-
tion to Trinity, numerous aiums
got together and bought him a
stained glass window for his
office. Shaped like a rose, (pun
intended) the window was creat-
ed by a recent graduate to "rep-
resent the music John gave" to
Erin Caner
The Chapel held a special service in honor of John Rose, where they presented him with a stained glass window for his office.
his music students. In addition
to the stained glass window,
Rose will be presented with a
commemorative plaque and the
Chapel's choir rehearsal room
will be named after him.
Both faculty and Rose's stu-
dents have nothing but praise
for the work he has done over
the years. From personal experi-
ence, I can say that John Rose is
one of the kindest, most talent-
ed individuals here at Trinity.
So, congratulations on your
30th, John. We are very lucky to
have you. As President Jimmy
Jones said, "We expect at least Sam Lin




continued from page 15
day via a sense of community of
dancers. Spalding uses circular
counting to add another sense
depth to the work.
Preceding each separate
piece, an individual dancer intro-
duced the work and provide
some insight into that particular
piece. Also, the dancer introduc-
ing the piece demonstrated to
the audience a certain movement
or technique embodied in the
movement of the piece, allowing
the audience to understand and
grasp the choreographic ideas
Spalding utilized in her composi-
tions.
Overall, the performance was
an enjoyable one, creating a sense
of transcendence and meditation
for myself as an audience mem-
ber. As stated in a concluding
question and answer period, the
dancers involved in Mandahs
said that this type of movements
are "not for everyone, as it incor-
porates different genres and styles
of dance;" however, each "decep-
tively simple movement involves
a strong grounding in technique
and a passion of dance."
Apogee Adventures
Are you interested in LEADING outdoor
adventures for kids ages il-18 this summer?
Apogee Adventures of Brunswick, Maine is
looking for current sophomores, juniors and
seniors (20 or older by June 2007) to lead over-
night Outdoor Adventure/Community Service
trips in New England, Quebec, Montana, the
Pacific Northwest, and British Columbia this
summer. Applicants should be great with kids/
teenagers. To view Apogee's trips, please go to
www.apogeeadventures.com. For more infor-
mation, please attend the info session scheduled
5:30 to 7?0O pm
McG«ofc R»om U S
Interviews
Apogee- Adventuress
Interviews are being schedule for Tuesday,
March 13 in Career Services. Please visit
http://trincoU.erecruiting.cam to select an
interview slot with Kevin Cashraan, summer
adventure program director.
Wadell & Reed, Inc.
This national financial services company is
looking for success-minded individuals inter-
ested in helping people make the most of their
financial future. They offer exceptional earning
potential through liberal commissions, fee, and
bonus programs, ongoing professional develop-
ment and mentoring support. Their financial
advisors share a genuine desire to help others,
an interest in learning financial planning skills
and a personal commitment to becoming pro-
fessionals in the financial services business.
Please visit http://trincoll.erecruiting.com to
upload your resume and cover letter to be se-
lected for an interview.
Army Beaitli Professions Program
If you are thinking about the health professions, you can't
afford to miss this event. A representative from the Army's
Health Professions Scholarship Program will be on campus
to talk about the many opportunities they offer for further
studies in the health professions. Essentially, this is a
chance for graduate and professional school students to
have Uncle Sam pay for their full tuition, books and fees,
and a living stipend With this program, you can study
medicine, nureing, dentistry, optometry, clinical psychol-
ogy, or veterinary medicine for FREE.
Wednesday, March 14.
, Career Services Lokfcy
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Churchill's Play Explores Sexuality and Gender Roles in Society
continued from page 1
being too much like a wife, some-
thing with which Gerry is unhap-
py. In the subsequent scene,
Martin comes into the picture,
and the viewer gets a taste for
what an unhappy marriage exists
between the couple, which causes
Victoria to have an affair with Lin.
After that, we see Gerry's promis-
cuous sex life, and he and Edward
eventually make up. After Betty
finds out about her son's sexuali-
ty, the play ends with the Betty of
the past and the Betty of the pres-
ent hugging, signifying what may
be the hope for a better future.
Overall, the piece was very
well performed. The cast was
quite superb, all adopting their
roles without a hitch. They
flowed seamlessly from one role
to the next, in a very genuine
fashion that evoked a great sense
of belonging — they really became
their characters and managed to
convey what their struggles were
really all about. The British
accents, too, were rather convinc-
ing - they definitely didn't dis-
tract the viewer from enjoying the
piece and its message.
The costuming was also excel-
lent, with an especially versatile
outfit for Mrs. Saunders/Ellen in
the first act. Only the careful
observer would have noticed that
these women are never on stage at
the same time, and that her dress
is actually the same with a few
minor additions, depending on
the role. The London clothing
was also very much of its time,
especially Cathy's sweaters and
tights.
Ultimately, the performance
definitely did justice to the point
it was trying to make. "The play
has a lot of explicit content, but
it's done to make the audience
think about what sex really means
to us, and what the rules to sexu-
al relations are, if there are any,"
Kimball-Stanley said. "It leaves
you thinking, and encourages dis-
cussion, which I think is really the
best a play can hope to do."
And after Thursday night's
performance, that is exactly what
took place. A half-hour or so
open dialogue was held after the
show. The discussion was moder-
ated by Theater and Dance
Professor Katherine Power and
included four other panelists --
Dean of Faculty Rena Fraden,
History Professors Abosede
George and Susan Pennybacker,
and Michael Anderson '09, the
student dramaturge for the play.
"The Theater and Dance
Department decided to hold this
post-performance discussion as a
way of following-up on the
Cinestudio forum that was held
last fall," Power said. "As members
of the Theater and Dance
Department, we believe that the-
atrical performance is a particular-
ly effective means of confronting
and exploring issues of concern
to us all."
The first subject of discussion
was the cross-sex/cross-race cast-
ing and what significance it had
for the play's meaning. "I think
this was definitely about alienat-
ing the audience," Anderson said.
"Churchill used Brechtian theory
in her work so those watching
would be able to see the politics
of that person. You think it's
funny and kind of humorous, but
then you ask yourself, 'Should I
really be laughing?'" And proba-
bly the most significant topic that
was covered was a hypothetical
third act — which of the charac-
ters would be present, what would
take place, and how this would
change the message of the piece.
The entire panel agreed that
Joshua's character would reappear.
One student in the audience,
Jasmin Agosto '10, even suggested
that he might return as an illegal
immigrant. It was also mentioned
that Gerry would probably be
gone, maybe as a result of being
infected with AIDS.
"Another act would have to be
real to its time," Pennybacker said.
"Right now, it's a retro play,
locked in 1980. For it to be polit-
ically savvy for us, there would
have to be more. It's not political-
ly edgy, it remains a farce." The
director of the play, Barbara
Karger, gave her take on the end-
ing of the play. "It was a reconcil-
Ellen (Ghaleb) confesses her love for Betty (Kimball-Stanley), which is Churchill's attempt to question sexuality in society.
iation of two beings," she said.
"Betty comes to terms with who
she was and who she is, but there
is also a sense of it being unreal,
like it's just an epilogue — a vision
of what could hopefully happen,
but no one has really figured out
who they are."
Karger chose the play not
only because it would be a good
challenge for the student cast, but
because she thought it would be
something to which the audience
might relate. However, maybe
Anderson put it best when he
said that Cloud Nine "is about so
much more," a testament to the
power performing arts can have,
especially under the guide of a
good director and the careful and
attentive acting of the perform-
ers.
"It is something that is almost
hard to describe," he said. "To
me, this play is about exploring
how our society functions. It
deals with the most basic of
human relationships, while dis-
cussing the problems that these
relationships experience on both
a personal and public level. It is
hard to say what the audience
should come away with, since I
think this play is rather personal.
Every person will walk away with
something completely different.
This play will have a different
meaning to everybody, but will
definitely provide a way for every-
body to connect with it. There are
definitely connections, and hope-
















STORING THE AR1 OF TEACHING
Extensive internship programs, real-world experience and
dynamic faculty have made the Quinnipiac Master of Arts in
Teaching (MAT) program among the most respected in the
country. Now our MAT program is more affordable than ever,
thanks to new incentives that, in exchange for participation in
our internships, can waive tuition for most of the program.
RAVE REVIEWS FOR OUR MBA
The Quinnipiac University School of Business MBA
program continues to prepare business professionals
for the realities of management in global, technology-
driven work environments m specializations such as:
• M B A WITH CONCENTRATIONS .IN ACCOUNTING',
CIS, FINANCE, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS,
MANAGEMENT, MARKETING •
• M B A -CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYST® TRACK
• M B A IN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT
3 3 YOUt NEXT MOVE " '
Quinnipiac Universi ty offers graduate programs
in 17 distinct disciplines. Whether you are interested
in our AACSB nationally accredited business program,
the master of arts in teaching (MAT) program or one of
the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism and
interactive communications programs, all have been
designed to thoroughly prepare you for a professional
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Chee Sets New Assist Record, Bantams Improving Every Season
ByTAMFINUCANE
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity Women's Ice
Hockey team's second consecu-
tive NESCAC Tournament
appearance ended in a loss to the
Bowdoin College Polar Bears, the
second-ranked team in the
NESGAC. Trinity had lost twice
to them earlier this season by
scores of 3-0 and 6-1.
Bowdoin opened up with the
first goal of the game, but
Trinity's Michelle Chee '09 scored
a short-handed goal with 15 sec-
onds left in the first period to tie
the game at one. The game
remained tied until about three
minutes left in the second period,
when Bowdoin scored two goals.
Both teams fought back and forth
the entire third frame, but the
final score read 3-1 and Bowdoin
was moving on to the second
round. Isabel Iwachiw '10 had 42
saves, 16 of which came in the
third period alone.
Coach Andy McPhee reflect-
ed positively on the game, saying,
"We were definitely still pleased
with the outcome." Speaking
more critically, he is very precise
about his point of focus. "Giving
up shots isn't so bad because we
have two solid goalies [...] It's
where shots came from that is
indicative," he said.
As far as the overall season
goes, Coach McPhee has no com-
plaints. "It's a great foundation to
build on," he said. The team,
which graduates only one senior
this year and will have 16
returnees next season, is ecstatic
about the momentum of the pro-
gram. "Every year we've gotten
better. It's a tribute to the kids in
the program. The addition of the
first years coming in is going to
hockey rink on campus. Prior to
building the new rink, going to
practice required at least a 15-
minute commute and inoppor-
tune ice time. This sometimes
meant getting back from practice
at midnight or later. "I think this
is the healthiest we've been as far
involvement with Trinity students,
but still has been a great opportu-
nity for the team to interact with
the surrounding residents. "It's
still a working progress. We can't
fit all needs into a time frame,
although Rink Manager Rich
Pedit has been tremendous." On
Edwin C. Pratt
The Women's Ice Hockey team is enthusiastic for the future, having completed their regular season with a playoff berth.
complement the returnees,"
McPhee said. This year's freshmen
infused a lot of energy into the
team, and as a result, ended up
with a large share of the playing
time.
This year, the Bantams played
25 games, which is more than
they have in past years. Part of
the reason Trinity was able to play
more games this year was the new
as sickness is concerned. It pro-
vides a better schedule and sleep-
ing pattern for the players," said
McPhee. "The rink is a huge asset
[...] and the Learn to Skate pro-
gram gets us involved with the
community. The community
probably used the rink more than
Trinity students so far." The rink
has been somewhat underutilized
as a means for community
the whole, the rink has added to
the pride of the program. As
McPhee pointed out, all but one
of their wins were on home ice.
The Bantams' final record was
8-16-1, but those numbers are not
indicative of the strides this team
has made. The game scores com-
pared to last year were much bet-
ter. Many games that were
blowouts in the past were one-
goal losses this year. "Eventually
the one-goal games will swing our
way," McPhee said confidently.
He commends the dedication of
his players and appreciates their
well-rounded nature. "They're not
just a hockey team, they're stu-
dent athletes until the end."
McPhee, a former tri-athlete, val-
ues the overall experience of col-
lege, which may include other
commitments to teams and now
to community service, as in the
Learn to Skate program.
Even though McPhee does
not hesitate to credit his players
with the progress the program has
made, his own efforts should also
be recognized. In the off-season
he will go to about 10 events,
work four camps, and attend
seven other showcases where he
will see potential recruits.
This year, Trinity had two
Second Team All-NESCAC play-
ers: Chee and Kelly McCarthy
'09. This was the first selection
for both players and the first time
for Trinity to have a forward
awarded. It was also the first time
Trinity has had two players recog-
nized.
Chee tallied 14 goals (sixth in
NESCAC), 16 assists (seventh in
NESCAC), and totaled 30 points
(fifth in NESCAC), setting a new
Trinity assist record and earning
in points scored. McCarthy '09
tallied five goals, 16 assists (sev-
enth in NESCAC), and was,the
fifth leading scoring defender in
the NESCAC.
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Men, Women Sqeash Players Compete for Individual Honors
By PETER DACEY
SPORTS WRITER
Over the past weekend, 15
Bantams traveled to the
University of Pennsylvania to
compete in the CSA National
Singles Championships with an
eye on grabbing Trinity's first
individual title since 2003.
Unfortunately, the field proved to
be too much for the Bantams, but
while they were unable to secure
any more top accolades for the
school, a number of them, espe-
cially the seniors, put forth an
excellent effort and could finish
their seasons on a positive note.
Among the women's players
participating in their last tourna-
ment were Vaidehi Reddy '07 and
Fernanda Rocha '07. Reddy
entered as Trinity's top hope, hav-
ing garnered the fourth seed, win-
ning with relative ease in her first
two matches. Things seemed to be
falling into place in the beginning
of her semifinal match against the
tournament's top-seeded player, as
Reddy secured the first game 9-1,
but she ran out of gas on the way
to dropping the following three
sets.
Rocha opened the tourna-
ment seeded third in the Holleran
Division; the 64 combined partic-
ipants ore split into a top and
lower bracket: Rocha was posi-
tioned in the latter. Perhaps feel-
ing spurned, Rocha dropped only
a single point in her opening
round match, and took each of
her first four matches in three
straight games.
While she did lose in the final
round, she certainly displayed
that she was one of her Division's
elite players and that she might
have been worthy of a higher
overall seed.
Edwin C. Pratt
Gustav Detter '09 was seeded seventh in the CSA National Singles Championships.
On the men's side, Eduardo
Pereira '07, and Sahil Vora '07
made their final collegiate appear-
ances. Both Pereira and Vora
opened their weekend with solid
wins. Their hopes both came to a
halt the following round against
seeded opponents, with Vora and
Pereira falling to the sixth- and
second-ranked players, respective-
ly.
Shaun johnstone '08 entered
with one of Trinity's three seeds,
in his case numbered fourth.
After completely blanking his
opponent in a perfect first round
and taking his second round in
three easy games, Johnstone lost
his next match 9-4, 5-9, 9-5, 9-1
against the tournament's fifth
seed.
The men had a number of
other participants because the
entire starting nine was entered
into the top Potter Division, the
first time in Trinity history that
has occurred. Baset Chaudhry '10
rode his win in the finals of the
CSA Team Championships to the
top seed, and proceeded to the
semifinals with three three-game
wins. Like Reddy, Chaudhry took
the first game in the semifinals,
but the third seed was able to
wear him down and take the
match 4-9, 9-2, 9-2, 9-2.
Gustav Detter '09 garnered the
"seventh seed, but lost in the sec-
ond round after a dominating
effort in his first match. Manek
Mathur '09 had the misfortune of
facing teammate Johnstone in the
Edwin C. Pratt
The men of the Squash team competed as individuals, with mostly positive results.
second round. And although
Simba Muhwati '09, Rushabh
Vora '09, and Supreet Singh '10 all
lost in the first round, they each
advanced to at least the quarterfi-
nals of the consolation bracket,
with Rushabh Vora finally falling
in a close finals in three identical
9-6 games.
The other players from the
women's team also put together
an admirable performance. Jo-
Ann Jee '10 turned around a first
round defeat to win a consolation
match in three sets. Ashley
Clackson '09 met the same fate as
Mathur when she drew her team-
mate Reddy in the second round.
Finally, coming off an injury that
hampered her in the CSA Team
Championships, Lauren Polonich
'08 followed a quick first round
win with a match that was any-
thing but, losing to the eight-seed
in five tough games 9-6, 9-4, 6-9,
7-3, 9-3.
While neither Trinity team was
able to feature this year's singles
champion, they can both take sol-
ace in tremendous team efforts
this season. With another champi-
onship under the men's belts and
a young women's team that will
almost certainly build on this
year's performance, it should be
plain to see that this is a program
that values the fate of the team far
more than the individual.
McttVHed^^^eam Builds Toward Future' Despite Loss
continued from page 24
the tournament that, if nothing
else, they were capable of play-
ing with some of the best teams
in the nation. "We felt better
than a normal eight-seed going
to piay a one-seed would," said
Bill Maheras '07. "We've played
every team in the league and bad
bounces resulted in losses [...]
but we felt like it could be a dif-
ferent story in the playoffs."
Trinity had displayed
throughout the year, in games
against Amherst, Norwich, and
Middlebury, that they were a
very talented team that could
run with the best in the confer-
ence, but in the end it came
down to a few mistakes that cost
the Bantams the wins. This was
also displayed in the previous
Bowdoin game and in the last-
regular season game against
Salem State where the Bantams
lost 3-2 in overtime.
With an awkward confi-
dence, Trinity went into the first
round of the NESCAC
Tournament against Bowdoin,
who was ranked 10th in the
Edwin C. Pratt
The Men's Ice Hockey team lost 7-3 to Bowdoin in the NESCAC Quarterfinals.
nation and came out of the gate
very strong. The Bantams struck
first more than halfway through
the first period when Shawn
Donaher '09 scored his first goal
of the season on assists from
Riley Hicks '09 and Chris
Powers '09. The Bantams' sec-
ond goal of the game came with
just over two minutes left to play
in the first period by Maheras
from Donaher. However, with
just 10 seconds left in the peri-
od, Mike Corbelle scored the
first of his two goals for
Bowdoin, this one of the power-
play variety, with one of the
assists coming from Matt Smith,
who also had two goals and
another assist for the Polar
Bears.
Despite the late goal in the
period, Trinity was still up 2-1
going into the first intermission
and added to that lead early in
the second period when Dan
Maturi '08 scored his seventh
goal of the year on a power play
with an assist from Simon
Dionne '07. "We played for 30
minutes like we could have beat-
en [Bowdoin]," Dunham said
afterward, but after those first 30
minutes, Trinity's offense stalled
and Bowdoin took off.
After Maturi's goal at 4:14 in
the second period, the Bantams
were up 3-1, but a penalty at 5:25
put Bowdoin on the power play
and only 32 seconds in, after
another penalty put Trinity on
the wrong end of a five-on-three
situation, the Polar Bears' Bryan
Ciborowski pulled Bowdoin to
within one goal. Almost exactly
Edwin C. Pratt
The Bantams will miss the guidance of Coach Dunham next season, after 33 years.
two minutes after Ciborowski's
goal, the Polar Bears pulled even
with an even-strength goal at
7:56. After another 1:50 passed
on the clock, Bowdoin netted
the game-winner.
Even though Bowdoin added
another goal late in the second
period, the Bantams were still
only down two in the second
intermission, but Trinity just
couldn't get anything going in
the third and two more Bowdoin
goals sealed the game with a
final score of 7-3.
"Overall it's disappointing,
but at the same time, the team
did a really good job this year,
because we fought all the way
[...] there was never a point when
anybody just packed it in and
said, 'well, we're a losing team,"1
Maheras said. "We kept the pro-
gram moving in the right direc-
tion."
Dunham added, "We have set
the foundation for the coming
years and a lot of things are in
place for the future [...] the
strength of this team is in the
freshmen, sophomores, and a
young goaltender who learned a
lot this year."
The Polar Bears, despite sur-
rendering three goals, did an
excellent job of shutting down
Trinity's leader in goals, assists,
and points, co^-captain John
Halverson '07, who was held
pointless in the game.
Trinity ends the season with
a 6-10-3 record in the NESCAC
and an 8-13-4 record overall.
After the first round of the tour-
nament, the Ail-NESCAC Team
was announced and Halverson
was honored for his outstanding
play and leadership with a First
Team selection.
Halverson was also nominat-
ed for the Joe Concanrion award
by the Gridiron Club of Greater
Boston, an award that former
Trinity forward Joe Ori won in
2005. The winner will be
announced in mid-March. ••
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DeLuca, Roberson Rally Judges Past Bantams in Overtime 77-70
continued from page 24
Tournament on Sunday to earn
the league's automatic bid to the
2007 NCAA Tournament. Trinity
qualified for its sixth NCAA
Tournament as an at-large selec-
tion (Amherst was also awarded
an at-large bid). The Bantams
made their first appearance in the
NCAA Tournament since 2004,
when Trinity defeated Lasell in
the opening round, 72-66, but
lost at Brockport State in the sec-
ond round, 80-76. Trinity
advanced to the NCAA Final
Four in 1995 and the Elite Eight
in 1999.
The Bantams played Brandeis
University Judges (19-6), who also
received an at-large bid to the
tournament, in the opening
round at Rhode Island College on
Friday. Interestingly, the Brandeis
assistant coach, Colin Tabb '02, is
one of Trinity's all-time leading
scorers and the brother of current
Trinity assistant coach, Sean
Tabb.
"Brandeis is a very tough and
physical team that plays in a great
conference, the UAA [University
Athletic Association], so we knew
that it wasn't going to be easy,"
i « •? •"' ' , • ' . V 1 - ' > < " '
Simms said, "but we were still
very confident going into the
game."
Trinity lost a thrilling over-
time game 77-70 in the first
round. In the first half, both
defenses were aggressive and effec-
tive, as Trinity shot 31.3 percent
from the field and made just two
three-pointers in 12 tries and
Brandeis shot 33.3 percent from
the floor. After a 7-7 tie, Brandeis
scored the next seven in a row to
take a 14-7 lead with 13 minutes
left in the half. Pat Martin scored
seven points to make the score 15-
14 in Brandeis' favor and Taylor
made a 15-foot jumper from the
corner to give the Bantams the
lead at 16-15. The teams played
even the rest of the way leading
up to the break.
Trinity held a five-point lead
at 53-48 with just under four min-
utes left in the game after seven
straight points by Clarke, but
Brandeis scored eight of the
game's final 11 points to force the
overtime. Brandeis junior guard
Joe Coppens blocked a Trinity
shot on the defensive end and hit
a three-pointer from the top of
the key on the ensuing Judge pos-
session with 26 seconds left to tie
the game at 56-56. The Bantams
brought the ball up for the last
shot and Clarke pulled up for a
15-footer from the right wing that-
hit the back of the rim as time
ran out.
Brandeis opened the overtime
with a lay-up and a trey and never
lqpked back, making five out of
Edwin C. Pratt
Junior Guard Pat Martin averaged 12.9 points per game this season for Trinity.
Courtesy of: Erik Andrews, Amherst College
Trinity Senior Kino Clarke jumps and shoots in a game versus Williams College.
of its three-point tries, and all
eight of its free throws for a total
of 21 points in the extra frame.
Point guard Andre Roberson was
especially clutch for the Judges in
overtime, rousing the crowd after
every made basket, which sunk
Trinity deeper into the hole.
Clarke sank a trey with just
over three minutes left to cut the
lead to 64-61, but Brandeis junior
forward Steve DeLuca answered
with a jumper from the right cor-
ner and the Judges made six out
of six from the foul line down the
stretch to offset late three-point-
ers by Clarke, Pat Martin, and
Aaron Westbrooks '09.
"Especially having played such
a good first half defensively, we
thought we were in great position
to get the win," said Simms, "but
to give them credit, they hit a lot
of tough shots at the end'of regu-
lation and in the overtime that we
just couldn't overcome."
Clarke finished with 20
points, including four three-point-
ers, while Pat Martin scored 19
points and dished out five assists
for the Bantams. Taylor con-
tributed 10 points, six rebounds,
and a pair of blocked shots off
the bench, and Russ Martin
pulled down a game-high 13
boards.
Trinity closed the season with
a 21-5 record, while the Judges
improved to 20-6. They ended
their season on Saturday with a
second-round 70-67 loss to Rhode
Island College.
"Everyone was.,, pretty emo-
tional, obviously," said **Sinuns,
referring to the state of the locker"
room after the game. "It's tough
to end such a good season with
two losses like that. Everyone felt
for Mike, Kino, and Pat especial-
ly, because it was their last game
and we knew how much effort
they put into this team. We really
wanted to win it for them."
Choosfiig. beaLChfen foods with yoaw
meat plan can frap«ooe yoa«
and buain pocoe«
' > / •
Munch on:
Fruits and vegetables
Whole grains and beans
Low-fat milk and dairy products
Lean meats, poultry and fish
Healthy oils from nuts and vegetable oils
Enjoy 6-8 glasses of water a day
For more information contact
Trinity Health Center
(860)297-2018
Visit our website at www.healthattrinity.com
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Winter 2006-2007 Season Wrap-Up
On Saturday, Feb. 17, the Trinity Wrestling program finished its 2006-07 season with a 14th place fin-
ish at the NECCWA Championships at Roger Williams University. Tri-captain Nikolai Harovas '08 led
the Bantams on the day, splitting his four matches. Harovas lost his opening round match, but won his
next two in the consolation bracket before losing in his fourth match by a score of 3-1.
The Bantams finished 1.5 points ahead of Western New England and, despite their less than stellar
season, they still have hope for the future. This was the first year for Head Coach Keith Poloskey and
Assistant Coach Colin McKean, and with only two seniors on the squad, tri-captains Trevor Brown —
who was plagued by shoulder problems for most of the year — and Steve Viamari, to say that this was
a rebuilding year for Trinity is an understatement.
Before the NECCWA Championships, the Bantams hosted Bridgewater State and Rhode Island
College on Friday, Feb. 9, and dropped both matches, 39-10 and 27-15, respectively. Keith Hernandez
'09, Jake Gire '10, Derek Cohen '08, Jarett Matlock '10, and Harovas picked up wins for the Bantams
over the course of the two matches.
The team has been hurt all year with the absence of Brown on the mat. Brown, who came into the
season with a career record of 16-9 and four pins in the 149-> and 157-pound weight classes, has not
been on the mat at all this year because of injuries. Thus, Gire has been the standout performer for the
Bantams this year, ending the season with 19-5 record overall and a 16-2 mark in duals matches. Gire
also leads the team with three pins.
As for next year's outlook, Gire is very optimistic. "Next year we should come back really strong,"
he said. "We've got a very strong recruiting class with a pool of 10 or 12 guys [who will be coming to
Trinity] next year [...] having more bodies in the room next year helps people push themselves and the
coaches are developing a plan to help the team improve overall next year." -Jon Simonian
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Vora, Pereira Lead Men
to Ninth Straight Title
The Trinity Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving teams wrapped up a successful season
Sunday, Feb. 25 with a 10th-place finish at the NESCAC Championships at Bowdoin College.
The men bounced back from a disappointing 148-145 loss to the Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Engineers at home on Saturday, Feb. 3 that came despite strong performances by senior co-captains
Mike Lenihan and Chris Minue, as well as freshman Brooks Gerli. Lenihan won both the 100- and 200-
yard breaststroke events in 1:01.95 and 2:20.47, respectively. He also placed first in the 200-yard
Individual Medley with a season-best time of 2:00.94. Minue led the divers with first-place finishes in
both of his events. Gerli's performance as anchor of the 200-yard freestyle relay-winning team was the
most of exciting of the day, as he entered the water more than a second behind WPI freshman Steve
Rose and finished 13 hundredths of a second ahead. He also came in first in the 50-yard freestyle with
a time of 22.94.
Highlights of the NESCAC Championships came from Ayaas Bhamla '10, who set two new freshman
records, one of 1:49.56 in his 200-yard freestyle leadoff leg, and one of 2:01.41 in the 200-yard butter-
fly, and from Lenihan, who finished seventh in the 200-yard breaststroke with a time of 2:13.02 and
eighth in the 100-yard breaststroke with a time of 1:00.70.
On the women's side, juniors Aliza Turek-Herman and Amanda Kulik led the charge against WPI,
resulting in a 174-109 win. Turek-Herman won both the 1,000-yard freestyle and the 200-yard butterfly
with respective times of 11:32.70 arid 2:30.91, while Kulik placed first in the 100- and 200-yard breast-
stroke events in 1:18.92 and 1:21.91, respectively.
Senior co-captain Sarah Sweatt stood out at the NESCAC Championships, placing ninth in the 50-
yard breaststroke with a time of 31.54. Christine Myksin '07 came in 13th in the 50-yard freestyle in
Head Coach Kristen Noone was happy with the way her team ended the season and feels confident
in the 2007-2008 team. "[We] train hard all season for the Championships, so we achieved all our goals
in that respect," she said. "We always want to improve our position in the NESCAC, but our goals
remain the same—individual improvement, lifetime bests, and we want to keep everybody healthy [...]
I'm looking forward to next season." -Stephanie Apstein
The Trinity College Men's and Women's Track and Field teams finished their winter season at the
Eastern College Athletic Conference (ECAC) Division III Championships at Wesleyan University on
Saturday, March 3.
Led by junior Matt Anderson, the Men finished 11 th of 55 teams with a score of 24 points, 28 points
behind first-place Brockport State University. Although Anderson's time of 1:54.77 in the 800-meter run
was only enough to qualify him provisionally for the NCAA Division III Championships and he will not
attend the tournament, it netted him a gold medal at the ECAC Championships and, as Head Coach
George Suitor put it, "it speaks to the hard work [he] put in to meet the provisional standard."
Junior Amanda White highlighted the Women's 44th-place finish with her fifth-place ranking in the
55-meter high hurdles with a time of 8.44.
Trinity will send White, along with sophomore Sam Moorhead, to the NCAA Division III
Championships in the 55-meter high hurdles and 800-meter run, respectively. White's qualifying time
was 13th in the nation, and Moorhead's was fifth.
Senior Kristina Miner, on the mend after a car crash that set her track and field career back for much
of the season, received the Courage Award from the Connecticut Sports Writers Alliance, an award
Suitor said she "certainly deserves, because of the massive amount of work she put in to get back into
racing shape."
Overall, Suitor was impressed with the contributions of the freshmen and is looking forward to the
start of the outdoor season, which he expects will be even stronger with the return from injuries of run-
ner Hunter Norte '09 and jumpers Sam Pegram '10 and Houston Gossett '08. -Stephanie Apstein
continued from page 24
top-seeded Bantams facing off
against eighth-seeded Dartmouth,
with Trinity taking home an easy
9-0 win. The tone was set by Vora
and Eric Wadhwa '07, whose
respective 9-2, 9-2, 9-0 and 9-1, 9-
1, 9-1 wins were the highlight of a
day with few competitive match-
es.
Other impressive efforts
included those at the top two
ladder spots: Shaun Johnstone
'08 dispatched his opponent
quickly and Gustav Detter '09
proved to be the biggest star,
not allowing a point in three
games.
The only blemish in the tour-
nament for Trinity came the fol-
lowing day against fourth-seeded
Yale, as co-captain Eduardo
Pereira '07 lost for the first time
all season in five heated games 2-
9, 7.9, 4-9, 9-2, 9-3. The Bulldogs
also managed to bring two
matches to four games, but it
was not nearly enough.
Simba Muhwati '09 had a
very strong performance in one
of the day's opening matches,
winning 9-5, 9-1, 9-1, and
Johnstone clinched the victory
for the team while almost match-
ing Detter's first round perfec-
tion with his 9-2, 9-0, 9-0 win.
While the weekend as a
whole was a tremendous exhibi-
tion of squash, the Sunday final
of TrimLy against Princeton was
the match most were waiting for.
Trinity had the advantage, as
Princeton had only just escaped
Harvard, winning 5-4 the previ-
ous day, but the possibility of
another dogfight was certainly
there.
Yet again, Muhwati gave
Trinity the early lead in quick
fashion at the ninth spot, 9-2, 9-
2, 9-1. Manek Mathur '09 and
Rushabh Vora '09 followed soon
after with respective 9-7, 3-9, 9-3,
9-3 and 9-7, 9-6, 9-2 wins, putting
Princeton in a deep hole.
Any chance for a Princeton
comeback came down to
Detter's grueling match at the
third spot. Looking to avenge a
four-game loss to his same oppo-
nent only a week earlier, Detter
found himself down after three
games. At this point, a largely
pro-Trinity crowd came alive
behind their player. Co-captain
Vora said, "the Trinity squash
supporters were awesome all
weekend. That did not feel like
an away game at all." The seem-
ingly recharged Detter stormed
back, at one moment taking a
point that was so hard-fought
that he threw his racquet down
and barked at his opponent. He
clinched the match 9-3, 1-9, 6-9,
9-3, 9-2.
With Trinity leading 4-0 with
five matches to play, the only
remaining question was who
would win the clincher. In seem-
ingly poetic fashion, the first
shot at it fell upon Pereira, giv-
ing him the opportunity to
make up for his loss the previ-
ous day and close out his
Bantam career at the very top.
With his own section of the
crowd cheering him on, it was
Pereira's turn to use his emo-
tions on the way to a fist-pump-
ing 9-5, 9-6, 9-5 win.
Even with the victory in
hand, the Bantams refused to let
up their efforts. Two more
Bantams closed out their careers,
as Sahil Vora was almost flawless
9-0, 9-5, 9-0, and Johnstone over-
came a first game loss, 7-9, 9-3,
9-4, 9-6.
Supreet Singh '10 had a dom-
inating 9-2, 9-2, 9-1 effort, and
even in the last match of the day
the crowd stayed behind to help
Chaudhry win an endurance
match full of early 'lets' 4-9,. 9-2,
9-2, 9-1.
As Rushabh Vora put it, "we
have a great bunch of guys; each
one knows how to get the job
done when the time is right. We
wanted it more than Princeton,
and that, was the reason the
Scoreboard showed 9-0."
The numbers the team leaves
behind from this season are
astonishing. While most people
are aware of "the streak," now
extended to 165 straight team
wins in match play, the Bantams'
21-0 performance this season
gives the team another collegiate
record in its list of accomplish-
ments. Perfection was nearly
extended to each member of the
team, as Trinity dropped only
eight out of 189 points, and 13
out of the 19 players with at
least one match played did not
lose in team competition.
Coming Soon in Tripod Sports:
With the vast number of schools that currently comprise the
NCAA Division III, the question has recently been raised as to whether
or not it would beneficial to divide the Division and create a new
Division or Sub-division. The Tripod Sports Editors will explore this pro-
posal in the March 13 edition, considering such issues as the likelihood
of such a split and what this might mean to Trinity Athletics, in inter-
views with President Jimmy Jones, Athletic Director Rick Hazelton,
Andrea Savage, Executive Director of the NESCAC, and some of the
coaches who would be affected by this change.
Also in the future, look for coverage of the beginning of the
Spring Sports Season, including Baseball, Lacrosse, tennis, and Crew.
GO BANTAMS! ••
www.squashtalk.org
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CHAMPIONS!
- • • • • - , •
The Tnmty Men's Squash team sailed into theii ninth straight national title, defeating the Princeton Tigers 9-0 in the final round of the CSA Team Championship, after defeating Yale earlier in the weekend.
Top Photo: www.trinitysquash.com
SPORTS WRITER
While past CSA Team Championships
have featured some of the closest calls for
the Trinity College Men's Squash team,
including a 5-4 Trinity win in last year's
finals, there was no drama in this year's
tournament. A combination of polished
play and advantageous draws in each
round overwhelmed the field, and by the
time the dust settled, the Bantams had
blanked a deflated Princeton team to
clinch their ninth straight national title.
The stage was certainly set for Trinity
to secure number nine. Of course, every-
•
major x-factor coming from the addition
of Baset Chaudhry '10 to the team,
already favored to win it all. A combina-
tion of tremendous training, experienced
upperclassmen, and as much positive
chemistry as a team can have formed a
group with no real holes. "We have been
using the words 'single minded focus' all
week. The team was so ready to play [...]
no nerves, no pressure, just business as
usual," said noted co-captain Sahil Vora
'07.
The weekend's action began with the
see VORA on page 23 Bottom photos: www.squashtalk.org
Men's Basketball Falls Short in NCAA
ByCATMAHER
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity Men's Basketball
team, ranked number 20 in the
nation, was defeated by Williams
College in the semifinals of the
NESCAC Championship
Tournament. The Ephs upset the
Bantams 91-89 and improved to
15-11 with their fourth straight
win. Trinity* seeded number two
in the Tournament, fell to 21-4
with its first loss in seven games.
The: Bantams shot 63.6 per-
cent from the field (21-33) and
made six three-pointers in 13 tries
in the first half, but still found
themselves trailing by six, 5448,
at the break. The Ephs made 21
out of 29 shots from the floor
(72.4 percent) and were six-for-
eight from behind the arc, to
counter a monster half by
Trinity's: star guard Kino Clarke
'07 who went into halftime hav-
ing scored 23 points. Clarke was
nine-for-11 from the field and
five-for-seven from three-point
range in the first half.
Midway through the second
half, ari Eph three-pointer put
them ahead, 66-59, but the
Bantams pulled back within a bas-
ket at 73-71 on a trey from the
top of the key by Patrick Hasiuk
'08. Patrick Martin '07 tied the
game at 75 on a drive in traffic
with 8:23 left, but five straight
points pushed Williams' lead
back up. to 80-75.
Trinity managed to tie the
game 84-84 on a traditional three-
point play by Russ Martin '08
with less than five minutes on the
clock. The Bantams led, 89-88, on
a pair of free throws by Clarke
with 1:06 left, but the Ephs took
a 90-89 lead on a put-back shot
with 33 seconds remaining. Russ
Martin and Pat Martin misfired
on potentially go-ahead shots on
Trinity's ensuing possession, and
Williams made one of two from
the foul line with four seconds
left to increase their lead to 91-89.
Pat Martin quickly advanced the
ball up the right side of the court
but his three-point try from the
corner bounced off the front of
the rim.
"We knew going into the
game that they were going to be
tough," said Tyler Simms '08.
"They were playing as well as any-
one in the league and it showed
that weekend as they came out of
it NESCAC Champs."
Clarke was the leading scorer
in the game with 35 points, mak-
ing 12 of 17 shots from the field
and seven of 10 three-point
attempts, as well as four
rebounds. Pat Martin had 13
points and a game-high nine
assists. Russ Martin and Hasiuk
scored 10 points apiece, and
Martin added a game-high nine
rebounds.
Williams went on to upset
first-seeded Amherst in the cham-
pionship game of the NESCAC
see DELUCA on page 22
Hockey Coach Dunham
to Retire After 33 Years
ByJONSIMONIAN
SENIOR EDITOR
Yesterday, after the end of the
2006-07 season, the Trinity
Athletic Department announced
that Men's Hockey Coach John
Dunham is retiring after 33 years
as the Bantams' coach. Trinity
has hired Dave Cataruzolo,
Dunham's assistant of nine
years, to coach the team for the
2007-08 season. "I'm very com-
fortable walking away now
because the program is in good
hands," Dunham said. "It's a
prideful thing to mentor and
groom a successor [and] to have
watched Dave grow all these
years." Dunham will focus most
of his time next year on his job
with the Development Office
and "will maybe do some scout-
ing for the team."
Before the announcement of
his retirement, Dunham led the
Bantams up to Brunswick,
Maine for the first round of the
NESCAC Tournament two
weeks ago for a game against the
Bowdoin Polar Bears. The
Bantams, who finished the regu-
lar season in the eighth spot in
the league, had a tough contest
against a Bowdoin team that had
beaten them only two weeks
before and stopped the three
game winning streak that Trinity
was riding at the time. Since that
game - which the Bantams lost
5-4 on a late power-play goal by
the Polar Bears because of a too
many men on the ice penalty —
Trinity had lost three other
games, two of which were also
by one-goal margins.
However, as a young team,
the Bantams knew going into
see YOUNG on page 21
